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The goal of this thesis was to give a cost view on wear and how to optimize components 

cost-wise taking operating conditions into consideration, but later it was decided not to 

limit the focus only to wear resistant applications. The thesis was made for Componenta 

as a part of HICON project, which studies high friction and low wear contacts. HICON 

is a subproject of DEMAPP under Finnish consortium company FIMECC Oy, Finnish 

Metals and Engineering Competence Cluster. The work was done studying books and 

articles; having conversations in Componenta, HICON, and customers of the case 

examples; studying the results of the case examples; and evaluating the process in 

general. 

Five step material selection process was developed from which four are consecutive 

steps: finding out customer demands, preselection of materials, House of Quality 

(HOQ) and decision matrix; and one process long step: life cycle costing. HOQ, which 

is the first step of Quality Function Deployment (QFD), was used in order to find out 

which material properties are the most important and to get more objective weightings 

to decision matrix. Decision matrix is the fourth step to get a guiding suggestion for the 

optimized material. Life cycle costing was decided to separate as an independent 

process long step, because of its high importance in cost optimization. It should guide 

decisions throughout the process. Four wear related case examples were studied from 

actual customers of Componenta: sheave-wire contact, wear plate in a coupling, feed 

roller in a forestry machine, and wear plate in a concrete pump. 



 

It was found out that there are very promising aspects in this process, but the process is 

only guiding and the results shouldn’t be taken with certainty. Especially the life cycle 

costing step was found to be very promising, because when it is kept in mind 

throughout the process there can be found out significant savings in life cycle costs 

(LCC). For example in light trucks the significance of weight is approximately $12/kg 

or according to simple calculations made at Componenta 7 €/kg in life cycle costs. HOQ 

seems on the other hand very difficult to apply in deciding correlations between 

customer demands and material properties, and it’s very difficult to estimate the 

accuracy of its results. Decision matrix seems simpler and easier to understand, but it is 

only guiding. It is difficult to estimate the efficiency of the process based on four case 

examples, but it is customer oriented approach with the focus on life cycle costing, so if 

the process is used selectively with the parts that work best for the company, it could be 

useful. The process could probably be used with mild changes in many other 

applications as well, and the applicability could be even better. 

 

Keywords: material selection, wear, Quality Function Deployment, decision matrix, life 

cycle costing 
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Diplomityö 2013, 91 s. 
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Työn tavoitteena oli tutkia komponenttien optimointia kulumisen ja kustannusten 

kannalta ottaen huomioon käyttöolosuhteet. Myöhemmin päädyttiin siihen, ettei työtä 

rajoiteta ainoastaan kulumiskestäviin sovelluksiin. Työ tehtiin Componentalle HICON 

projektin alaisuudessa, joka tutkii kontaktien korkeaa kitkaa ja vähäistä kulumista. 

HICON on DEMAPP’in alaprojekti suomalaisen konsortioyrityksen FIMECC Oy:n, 

Finnish Metals and Engineering Competence Cluster, alaisuudessa. Työ tehtiin 

tutkimalla kirjoja ja artikkeleita; keskustelemalla Componentalla sekä HICON-yritysten 

ja asiakkaiden kanssa, joilta tapaus-esimerkit saatiin; ja arvioimalla prosessia yleisesti. 

Viisivaiheinen materiaalinvalintaprosessi kehitettiin, joista neljä vaihetta on 

peräkkäisiä: asiakasvaatimusten selvittäminen, materiaalin esivalinta, laatutalo ja 

päätösmatriisi; ja yksi koko prosessin pituinen vaihe: elinkaarikustannusten arviointi. 

Laatutaloa, joka on Quality Function Deploymentin (QFD) ensimmäinen vaihe, 

käytettiin tärkeimpien materiaaliominaisuuksien selvittämiseen ja saadakseen 

objektiivisemmat painokertoimet päätösmatriisiin. Päätösmatriisi on neljäs vaihe, jolla 

saadaan ohjaavat ehdotukset materiaalin optimointiin. Elinkaarikustannusten arviointi 

päätettiin erotella erilliseksi prosessin mittaiseksi vaiheeksi, koska se on niin tärkeä 

kustannusten optimoinnin kannalta. Sen pitäisi ohjata päätöksiä koko prosessin ajan. 

Neljä kulumiseen liittyvää Componentan asiakkailta saatua tapaus-esimerkkiä tutkittiin: 

vetopyörä ja vaijerin kontakti, vetokidan kulutuslevy, metsäkoneen syöttörulla ja 

betonipumpun kulutuslevy. 



 

Prosessissa havaittiin olevan monta lupaavaa piirrettä, mutta se on ainoastaan ohjaava ja 

tuloksia ei pitäisi ottaa ehdottomasti. Erityisesti elinkaarikustannusten arviointivaihe 

havaittiin erittäin lupaavaksi, koska pitäessä sitä mielessä koko prosessin ajan voi löytyä 

merkittäviä säästöjä elinkaarikustannuksissa. Esimerkiksi kevyissä kuorma-autoissa 

massan merkitys elinkaarikustannuksissa on suurin piirtein $12/kg tai Componetalla 

tehtyjen yksinkertaisten laskujen mukaan 7 €/kg. Laatutalo taas vaikuttaa todella 

vaikealta soveltaa korrelaatioiden määrittämisen asiakasvaatimusten ja 

materiaaliominaisuuksien välillä, ja on todella vaikea arvioida tulosten tarkkuutta. 

Päätösmatriisi vaikuttaa yksinkertaisemmalta ja helpommalta ymmärtää, mutta se on 

ainoastaan ohjaava. On vaikea arvioida prosessin tehokkuutta perustuen neljään 

esimerkki-tapaukseen, mutta kyseessä on asiakaslähtöinen lähestymistapa, jossa 

keskittyminen on elinkaarikustannuksissa. Jos prosessia käytetään valikoivasti 

valikoiden ne osat, jotka soveltuvat yritykseen parhaiten, se voi olla hyödyllinen. 

Prosessia voisi luultavasti käyttää myös muihin sovelluksiin pienten muutosten jälkeen 

ja sen soveltuvuus voisi olla jopa parempi. 

 

Asiasanat: materiaalinvalinta, kuluminen, Quality Function Deployment, 

päätösmatriisi, elinkaarikustannukset 



 

FOREWORD 

The aim of this work is to give a cost view on wear and how to optimize components 

cost-wise taking operating conditions into consideration. It is not only limited to wear 

resistant applications and can be applied also to other material selection problems cost 

optimization in mind. The thesis was made to Componenta, which is a Finnish based 

casting company being the second largest individual casting company in Europe. Thesis 

was under HICON project, which is a subproject of DEMAPP that is a program under 

FIMECC Oy, Finnish Metals and Engineering Competence Cluster Oy. Tekes Oy also 

financed partially the thesis through HICON.  

There were two supervisors: Professor Jouko Karhunen at the University of Oulu, who 

helped with the scope of the thesis and gave structural advice; and Engineering Manager 

Mikko Mykrä at Componenta, who was a great help by giving continual constructive 

feedback and guiding to stick to the point. Quality Manager Jorma Lammila helped with 

the HOQ and Criteria Scoring Matrix (CSM) during the development of the material 

selection process. Product Development Managers at Componenta: Timo Vuori, Seppo 

Paalanen and Jonas Hjortmark gave their effort to obtain actual cases from customers. 

After and during obtaining customers Timo and Seppo helped with giving continual 

advice, ideas, questions and criticism, and later they helped in filling the HOQ and 

Decision matrices. In the beginning of the thesis Vice President of Machining Juha 

Alhonoja explained how to approach manufacturing cost calculations in a simple way. 

Product Development Engineer Petteri Sirola answered multiple questions during the 

thesis. The customers, which participated in the case examples, helped the thesis with 

their expertise and time. My family gave me advice and support. I thank the supervisors, 

Componenta and its employees, participating companies and their employees, and my 

family for giving their support and advice. 

Vantaa; August 10, 2013 

Andreas Ebeling 
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ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS AND SYMBOLS 

E Young’s modulus 

FN Normal force 

H Hardness 

Hm Hardness of fully work-hardened metal 

Ha Hardness of the surface of the abrasive 

k Probability coefficient 

s Distance 

V Volume 

Z Wear coefficient 

 Probability coefficient (<1) 

0 Yield strength 

ADI Austempered ductile iron 

°C Degrees of Celsius 

CA Customer attribute is a term used in HOQ, which is a synonym for 

customer demand. 

CSM Criteria Scoring Matrix is a comparison method in which material 

properties are compared with each other. 

DEMAPP Demanding Applications Program is program under FIMECC that 

develops new materials for demanding operational conditions. 

EC Engineering characteristic is a term used in HOQ, which is a synonym 

for technical specification. 

FIMECC Finnish Metals and Engineering Competence Cluster is a Finnish 

conglomerate that shares information and develops new innovations 

together. 

GTAW Gas tungsten arc welding is a surface hardening method.  

HBW Hardness Brinell is a hardness unit. 

HICON High Friction and Low Wear Contacts is a project under DEMAPP. 

HOQ House of Quality is the most used and the first step of QFD. 

J Joule is an energy unit. 



 

LCC Life cycle cost is the whole life cost of a product during its life span 

including procurement, ownership and disposal costs. 

MET Metalliteollisuuden keskusliitto is an industry association for companies 

in the metal and electronic industry in Finland. 

PDM Product Development Manager 

QFD Quality Function Deployment is a method developed in Japan that is 

used to optimize the quality of products and services to fulfill customer 

demands. 

VOC Voice of the customer is a term used in HOQ to describe customer 

demands. 

VOE Voice of the engineer is a term used in HOQ to describe technical 

requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Wear is a significant part of mechanical engineering. It can be a problem or in control it 

can be the goal. For instance in “grinding, polishing and sandblasting” controlled wear 

is hoped for. (Popov 2010: 1-2.) However the target even in these cases is to minimize 

the costs of wear of the tools. It is approximated that wear and corrosion together causes 

costs of $300 billion in the United States each year and is increasing (Bunshah 2001: 

411) and it was estimated in Britain in 1988 that the state loses approximately two 

billion pounds each year solely as a result of wear (Kivioja 2007: 97). 

This thesis Cost optimization for wear resistant components was made to get a cost 

view on wear and how to optimize parts concentrating on material selection. In this 

thesis the focus is on the process of material selection and used tools, and it is not 

limited to applications related to wear. Many aspects that can be used in optimization in 

general can be used in wear resistant applications. Details such as microstructure and 

thorough description on wear have been left on lesser notice. In the beginning the topic 

was studied with a broad perspective by doing background research from books and 

scientific articles, and later the focus has been on how the material could be optimized 

cost-wise by using known tools. It is being expected that this thesis will give a guideline 

and an idea how to approach material selection with the focus on cost optimization. 

Focus of this thesis is somewhat with wear resistant components and all four cases are 

related to wear. 

In this thesis there was a material selection process developed using known tools. 

Developed process has five steps (Figure 1), from which life cycle costing goes through 

the whole process simultaneously with four other consecutive steps. The first of the 

consecutive steps is to find out customer demands and their importance. The second is 

to preselect materials, which fulfill the boundary conditions given by the customer. The 

third is to find out the importance of material properties using the House of Quality 

(HOQ), which is the first of four steps of Quality Function Deployment (QFD), through 

correlation between customer demands and material properties. The fourth is to 
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compare the material properties of different materials using a decision matrix. Ashby 

(2011: 98) suggests that it is wise to start the selection process with all potential 

materials, but in this thesis the focus is on iron materials with or without thermal 

spraying, because Componenta is a casting company and considering large amount of 

materials without the help of a computer and a software would take too much time and 

effort relative to the scope of the thesis. 

Life cycle costing was decided to make as a separate and simultaneous step with the 

other four, because it is very important, and costs should be kept in mind and affect the 

decisions at all stages of the process. It might include some simple cost calculations 

from a selected area such as replacement costs, but it depends on the data availability 

and the easiness of estimation. This process can be used in material selection in general 

and is not limited to the examples given, which are related to applications demanding 

wear resistance. 

 

Figure 1. Material selection process. 

Customer 
demands 

Preselection 
of materials 

House of 
Quality 

Decision 
matrix 

Life cycle costing 
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Wear is a complicated process and there are several wear mechanisms. Operating 

conditions affect, which wear mechanisms apply and how significant they are. Materials 

don’t have general wear resistance itself, because the operating conditions affect so 

much the whole tribosystem. (Bayer 2004: 2-3.) For instance hard materials can be very 

good in abrasive conditions, but they are very fragile and in some cases increasing 

hardness increases wear (Hutchings 1992: 156-160). This suggests that the whole 

tribosystem should be understood when selecting an appropriate material for the 

purpose. 

This thesis is part of HICON project, which concentrates on high friction and low wear. 

The target is to make components and solutions by minimizing wear while keeping the 

friction at an enough high level. High friction is important for instance in tire-road and 

sheave-wire contacts. HICON project is part of a larger program DEMAPP, which is 

part of a consortium company FIMECC Oy, Finnish metals and engineering 

competence cluster. The idea of FIMECC is to gather the knowledge and know-how 

between Finnish companies and have a better overall competitiveness in the global 

markets. (FIMECC Oy 2013.) 

This is the third thesis made by Componenta employees under the HICON project. The 

first was Wear Behavior of Ductile Irons in Continuous Sliding Motion (Prihti 2011), 

which focused to study wear behavior of ductile irons with a pin-on-disc wear test both 

under dry and lubricated conditions. It also included finding out friction coefficients of 

the contact pairs (Prihti 2011: ii, 37-38, 56). The second Wear Behaviour of Surface 

Treated Ductile Iron in Continuous Sliding Motion (Hakala 2012) focused to study wear 

and friction behavior with a pin-on-disc wear test of surface treated ductile irons against 

steel under lubricated conditions (Hakala 2012: II). 
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2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2.1 Target of the study 

Target of the study is to find a systematical approach in material selection which 

optimizes costs. The focus in this thesis is on wear resistant applications, but not limited 

to them. In material selection there should be both material properties and life cycle 

costs taken into consideration. 

2.2 Company, FIMECC Ltd. and HICON project 

“Componenta is a major casting solutions provider in Europe,” which has “casting, 

forging and machining” operations “in Turkey, Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden,” 

and “customer service centers and sales offices” “in Finland, France, Germany, Italy, 

the Netherlands, Sweden, Turkey, UK and USA.” It employed approximately 4300 

employees and had revenue of 545 million in 2012. (Componenta Oyj 2013.) 

2.3 Wear 

Wear is known to cause huge costs worldwide and minimizing wear is often the goal. It 

is approximated that wear and corrosion together causes costs of $300 billion in the 

United States each year and is increasing (Bunshah 2001: 411) and it was estimated in 

Britain in 1988 that the state loses approximately two billion pounds each year solely as 

a result of wear (Kivioja 2007: 97). However in many cases, such as “grinding, 

polishing and sandblasting,” controlled wear is the goal (Popov 2010: 2). 

Wear is a complicated process and often there is a tendency to generalize wear 

resistance as a material property. In reality there are multiple variables affecting the 

wear and changing one variable often affects the whole process. Therefore the whole 

system affects the wear as a whole. It means that operating conditions suggests which 

materials could be appropriate for the purpose. (Bayer 2004: 2-3.) 
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3 THEORY PART I: WEAR AND MATERIALS 

3.1 Wear mechanisms 

Wear is material loss induced by the interaction between two surfaces moving against 

each other (Kivioja 2007: 97). The wear mechanisms can be classified either by the 

movement which causes the wear or by wear mechanisms. Movements which causes 

wear can be sliding, rolling, impact load, vibration, and fluid flow with or without 

particles. (Kivioja 2007: 100.) Four wear mechanisms are adhesion, abrasion, fatigue, 

and tribochemical wear (Kivioja 2007: 100, Airila 1995: 96). The three first mentioned 

are the most important (Neale 1995: E8.1). In practice the wear normally occurs 

simultaneously with several mechanisms and it can be difficult to determine the most 

dominant wear mechanism. (Kivioja 2007: 104.) 

3.1.1 Adhesive wear 

Adhesive wear occurs in a way that junctions are formed between apertures of the 

materials in contact under stress and torn apart. They can be torn apart either from the 

location where the junction was formed or from elsewhere. In the latter case there will 

be material transfer from one surface to another and eventually loose wear particles 

formed. (Kivioja 2007: 104.) Often adhesive wear will lead to abrasive particles and 

abrasive wear. Loose particles are often oxide, which are very hard and abrasive. (Neale 

1995: E8.2.) 

3.1.2 Abrasive wear 

Abrasive wear occurs when harder material is grooving softer material under normal 

force while sliding. The wear can be between two surfaces or it can be a 3-body-wear, 

which means that there is harder material between the two surfaces. In practice abrasive 

wear between two surfaces develops into 3-body-wear as loose particles are formed, 

which can also be the case with adhesive and tribochemical wear mechanisms. (Kivioja 

2007: 108.) 
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Abrasive wear can be mild or severe and it depends on the relationship of hardness 

between the fully work-hardened metal and the surface of the abrasive Hm/Ha. When 

Hm/Ha < 0,8 there is severe wear, when Hm/Ha > 0,8 mild wear occurs, and when Hm/Ha 

> 1 there is no abrasive wear. (Kivioja 2007: 109.) The reason for the latter case is that 

normally nonmetallic abrasives have lower Young’s modulus enabling more contact 

area and lower surface pressure through plastic deformation, which suggests that the 

relationship between strength and Young’s modulus affect positively with wear 

resistance. (Kivioja 2007:110.) 

The first priority in material selection against abrasive wear should be yield strength, 

which should be enough to withstand the load; the second is the relationship between 

Young’s modulus and yield strength E/σ0, which should be as low as possible; and it’s 

also important to consider the temperature raise caused by sliding at the touching 

apertures, which affects the strength of materials. (Kivioja 2007: 111.) 

3.1.3 Fatigue wear 

Fatigue wear is caused by repeatable plastic deformations of the apertures of the surface 

in a longer period of time due to pulsating or alternating loading, and as a result of 

fatigue particles are cut loose. There is a need to evaluate fatigue wear when designing a 

product similar to fatigue. “If wear is clearly neither abrasive nor adhesive, in most 

cases it’s a question of fatigue of the surface layer.” (Kivioja 2007: 113.) 

Fatigue fracture starts with a crack. Alternating loading will cause stress field at the 

closest proximity of the crack, which will propagate with each cycle of the alternating 

loading eventually causing a particle to cut loose. “Typical wear trace can be seen in 

worn out ball and roller bearings, heavily loaded gearwheels and other” applications 

with high Hertz surface pressure. (Kivioja 2007: 113.) 
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3.1.4 Tribochemical wear 

Tribochemical wear is the wear of the protecting oxide layer, which normally exists on 

the surface of metals. The layer gets thicker with thermal energy as the sliding causes 

temperature to rise until at a certain thickness the layer will cut loose from the surface. 

(Kivioja 2007: 111.) There is an attempt to guide wear through oxide layers, “because 

the formation of metal chips through metal to metal –contacts indicates severe wear, 

which is attempted to avoid.” (Kivioja 2007: 112.) 

3.1.5 Wear equations 

Kivioja (2007: 99) presents a following wear equation for the wear volume V (1) 

     
    

  
 (1) 

Where α (<1) is probability coefficient, “which considers the actual touches compared 

to the theoretical;” FN is the normal force; s is the relative distance “the surfaces slide 

against each other;” and σ0 is the yield strength of the material. (Kivioja 2007: 99.) 

The wear equation presents “well the basic physical nature of the wear and” it can be 

figured out three known basic laws of wear from the equation, which are that the “worn 

out volume is directly proportional to sliding distance,” “worn out volume is directly 

proportional to the load,” and “worn out volume is reversely proportional to material 

yield strength.” (Kivioja 2007: 97.) 

Holm (2) and Archard (3) equations are similar to the equation (1), except they are 

presenting the wear relative to sliding distance.  

  
 

 
  

  
 

 (2) 
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Where Z is wear coefficient and H is the hardness of the material (Kivioja 2007: 99-

100, 105). 

Arhcard equation (3) includes the yield strength similar to equation (1) 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  
  
   

  
   

  (3) 

“where k is the probability coefficient for the formation of a wear particle during the 

tear of the contact.” (Kivioja 2007: 105.) 

3.2 Iron materials 

The division of steels and cast irons is based on carbon content according to iron-carbon 

phase diagram (Figure 2). The carbon content in steels is maximum of 2,06 % and with 

cast irons over 2,06 %. Eutectic point is at 4,3 % at which the melting point is at its 

lowest. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 58-59.) “In steels and 

cast irons, the microstructural constituents have the names ferrite, pearlite, bainite, 

martensite, cementite, and austenite.” (Metals handbook 1998: 155.) 

”The properties of irons and steels are linked to the chemical composition, processing 

path, and resulting microstructure of the material; this correspondence has been known 

since the early part of the twentieth century. For a particular iron and steel composition, 

most properties,” so “called structure sensitive properties” such as “yield strength and 

hardness,” depend on microstructure. Electrical conductivity is an example of a 

structure-insensitive property. “Processing is a means to develop and control 

microstructure, for example, hot rolling, quenching, and so forth.” (Metals handbook 

1998: 153.) “Knowledge about microstructure is thus paramount in component design 

and alloy development.” (Metals handbook 1998: 155.) In this section the focus is on 

cast irons and their properties, but there is also some information about steels. 
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Figure 2. Iron-carbon phase diagram (Wikimedia Commons. Original Author: 

Christophe Dang Ngoc Chan 2007. Steel pd.svg. CC BY-SA 3.0.) 

3.2.1 Microstructure of steels and cast irons 

“There are several types of lattices,” from which the most common are body-centered 

cubic (bcc), face-centered cubic (fcc), tetragonal and hexagonal lattice. In bcc lattice 

there is one atom in each corner and the center of the lattice. In fcc there is one atom in 

each corner and surface of the lattice. Tetragonal is similar to cubic lattice, but one of its 

dimensions is larger than the others. Hexagonal lattice is with the shape of a hexagonal 

prism. The properties of the materials depend on the lattice structure in them. (Eugen et 

al. 1969: 2.) “There are two types of solid solutions: interstitial and substitutional 

(Metals handbook 1998: 156),” but atoms of the solute can also form compounds with 

the base material (Eugen et al. 1969: 2). If atoms of the solute are within a size of 

approximately 15 % of the atoms of the base material they can “replace or substitute for 

iron atoms” and then the material is substitutional solid solution. Small atoms can 
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occupy specific spaces between the atoms of the base material. In this case the material 

is interstitial solid solution. (Eugen et al. 1969: 2, Metals handbook 1998: 156.) 

Alpha ferrite, which is typically called ferrite, has bcc crystal structure (Eugen et al 

1969: 3) and can contain “carbon or one or more alloying elements.” The type of solid 

solution has an effect on the characteristics of ferrite. Interstitial elements “easily 

diffuse through the open bcc lattice” and “responds quickly during heat treatment,” 

whereas substitutional elements “diffuse with great difficulty” and “behave sluggishly 

during heat treatment, such as in homogenization.” (Metals handbook 1998: 156.) 

Pearlite, which “is essentially a composite microstructure consisting of a very hard 

carbide phase,” is a combination of ferrite and cementite in alternating layers called 

lamellae (Eugen et al 1969: 3, Metals handbook 1998: 158). “A fully pearlitic 

microstructure is formed at the eutectoid composition of 0.78 % C (Metals handbook 

1998: 158).” 

Bainite is also formed “of ferrite and cementite,” but unlike pearlite “the ferrite has an 

acicular morphology and the carbides and discrete particles” and therefore has 

“different property characteristics than pearlite.” “In general, bainitic steels have high 

strength coupled with good toughness, whereas pearlitic steels have high strength with 

poor toughness.” (Metals handbook 1998: 162.) 

Austenite has fcc crystal structure and is easily formable (Eugen et al 1969: 3). 

Cementite is iron carbide Fe3C, a chemical compound consisting of iron and carbon 

(Eugen et al 1969: 4). “Martensite has a tetragonal crystal structure (Eugen et al 1969: 

8).” 

3.2.2 Introduction of cast irons 

Cast irons include grey cast irons; ductile irons such as ferritic and pearlitic, and 

austempered; and special cast irons such as (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja 

valuteräkset 2001: 5, 98-99) malleable cast irons, vermicular graphite cast irons, white 
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cast irons, austenitic cast irons and silicon cast irons (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat 

ja valuteräkset 2001: 135). Member foundries of Metalliteollisuuden keskusliitto 

(MET), which is an industry association for companies in metal and electronic industry 

in Finland (Digitoday 2013), had an average price of 1,14 €/kg for grey graphite iron 

and 1,61 €/kg for ductile iron in 1999 (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja 

valuteräkset 2001: 101). 

3.2.3 Dependence of strength and wall thickness with cast irons 

There is dependence between strength and wall thickness with all cast metals. Ductile 

irons have quite low dependence on strength and wall thickness. For instance tensile 

strength decreases less than 9 % with EN-GJS-350 and less than 6 % with EN-GJS-700 

when maximum wall thickness is increased from 30 mm to 200 mm. 0,2 % offset yield 

point decreases a maximum of 10 % with conventional ductile irons according to 

standard SFS-EN 1563:1998 when wall thickness is increased from a maximum of 50 

mm to a maximum of 200 mm. With grey cast irons the dependence is much stronger. 

Tensile strength of specimens casted attached to the component decreases 25…28 % 

when wall thickness is increased from 20…40 mm to 150…300 mm. (Raaka-

ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 106-108.) 

3.2.4 Thermal conductivity of cast irons 

Ductile irons have 25…30 % lower thermal conductivity than grey cast irons, which has 

an effect on wall thickness demands in designing components. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, 

Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 111.) 

3.2.5 Castability of cast irons 

Grey cast irons are slightly more castable than ductile irons, but both of them are much 

more castable than cast steels. The shrinkage of ductile irons is larger than grey cast 

irons, which may demand for more feeders. At solidification the carbon separates as 

graphite and demands more space than as a solution, which increases the pressure 
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against the mold. If it doesn’t hold, there is potentially a requirement for more feeders. 

(Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 122.) 

3.2.6 White cast irons 

“The white cast iron microstructure” “is graphite free and consists of martensite in a 

matrix of cementite. Both of these constituents are very hard and thus provide the 

required wear resistance.” (Metals handbook 1998: 155.) The most important material 

property of white cast irons in terms of use is hardness with the range of 350…700 HV. 

They are used in applications such as mining, earth-movers, and crushers, where 

abrasive wear resistance is a demand. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja 

valuteräkset 2001: 142.) 

3.2.7 Damping capacity of cast irons 

Grey cast irons have superior damping capacity compared to other cast irons and cast 

steels, which is approximately two times the pearlitic ductile irons and three times the 

cast steels. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 77-78.) It is based 

on the graphite flakes, which are scattered “throughout the ferrite and pearlite matrix” 

and reflect the sound waves efficiently and dampen them. (Metals handbook 1998: 155.) 

The damping capacity of grey cast irons decrease as the tensile strength increases. 

(Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 77-78.) The damping capacity 

of malleable cast iron is between ductile and grey cast irons. It’s better than ductile iron 

due to its less dense graphite clumps compared to that of spheroidal graphite cast irons. 

Ferrite has better damping capacity than pearlite. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja 

valuteräkset 2001: 116.) 

3.2.8 Wear resistance of cast irons 

Ductile irons have much better wear resistance against abrasion than grey cast irons. 

Grey cast irons tend to loose material along graphite flakes. The wear resistance of 

ductile irons increase with increased hardness, and pearlite has the best wear resistance. 

It also suits best for surface hardening. Chill hardening can be used for both ductile and 
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grey cast irons to induce local hardening. Sliding properties with lubrication is better 

with grey cast irons than with spheroidal graphite cast iron due to better absorption of 

lubricant along graphite flakes than nodules. Graphite lubricates both these materials, 

when the surfaces are dry. Lower conductivity of ductile iron compared to grey cast iron 

increases heating which potentially speeds up the wear. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, 

Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 116-117.) 

Orlowicz and Trytek (2003) studied sliding wear on different sand casted spheroidal 

cast iron samples, which were hardened with different methods: “using chills, bulk 

hardened by heat treatment or surface hardened through rapid solidification using gas 

tungsten arc welding (GTAW) surface remelting.” GTAW in an argon atmosphere gave 

the lowest results on frictional-wear for which “the effect of the loading force and 

sliding speed on the wear was determined” and also “the geometric structure of its 

surface” was analyzed. (Orlowicz, Trytek 2003.) 

3.2.9 Corrosion resistance 

When ductile iron, grey cast iron and unalloyed steel are compared the corrosion 

resistance is also in the given order. Spheroidal graphite cast iron has somewhat better 

corrosion resistance than grey cast irons, but significantly better than unalloyed steels. 

Grey graphite cast iron has lower corrosion resistance than spheroidal graphite cast iron, 

because its lamellar structure opens more routes inside the material as it corrodes. 

Generally in mild corrosive conditions the formed rust attaches to the surface of the 

graphite and works as a protective layer. Pearlite is more corrosion resistant than ferrite 

in continental, maritime and industrial climate. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja 

valuteräkset 2001: 117.) ”The corrosion resistance of spheroidal graphite cast irons is 

fairly good in climatic conditions, at sea water and sunken into the ground.” “Otherwise 

they last better in alkaline and oxidizing than in acidic and reducing conditions, as grey 

cast irons.” (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 117.) 
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3.2.10 Machinability 

Generally grey cast irons have better machinability than spheroidal cast irons, and 

spheroidal better than cast steels. The length of chips is in the reverse order. However 

spheroidal cast irons with similar hardness to grey cast irons have better machinability 

due to its ferritic microstructure, which is easier to machine compared to ferritic-

pearlitic microstructure. The quality of machined surface of spheroidal graphite cast 

iron is better than that of grey cast iron. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja 

valuteräkset 2001: 118.) 

3.2.11 Ferromagnetic properties of cast irons and steels 

Increase in pearlite content, hardness and carbon content decreases the ferromagnetic 

properties (Kashefi et al. 2011). 

3.2.12 Austempered ductile iron 

Austempered ductile iron (ADI) is a special cast iron with austenitic-ferritic 

microstructure and as a substantial part of its manufacturing process is austempering, 

which includes austenitization followed with extinction to salt bath. It was developed at 

Högfors factories in Finland in the beginning of the 1970s and the patent was approved 

with the product name Kymenite in 13 countries in 1972 and later in 7 others. (Raaka-

ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 127.) There has also recently been a 

new type of austempered ductile iron developed by Larker (2009), which has better 

strength properties and ductility, and also improved machinability especially “in the as-

cast ferritic state” compared to conventional ADI. The patent can be found at Espacenet. 

In the practical part the patented ADI is called “improved ADI.” However in this 

section the focus is on the conventional ADI. 

ADI has significantly higher tensile strength and ductility compared to conventional 

ductile iron. Conventional ductile iron competes with quenched and tempered cast steels 

in strength properties, and ADI competes with forged and surface hardened steels for 

instance in gearwheels. The wear resistance of ADI is very good due to work-hardening, 
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which can be further improved with shot peening. The noise levels of gearwheels in cars 

are also low with ADI. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 2001: 128.) 

Austempered ductile iron (ADI) has been proven to have high wear resistance and it 

also “tolerates more the failure of lubrication compared to steel.” According to 

Johansson’s (as cited in Dorazil 1991: 203) “tests with rotating cylindrical specimens in 

a silica sand medium have shown that” the wear rate of ADI is approximately only half 

of the quenched and tempered steel to the same hardness. There have been similar 

results with gear wheels in operational wear tests. (Dorazil 1991: 203.) 

References [96-98], which can be found from Dorazil (1991), studied “the effect of the 

matrix structure and chemical composition on abrasive wear resistance.” Hardness and 

wear resistance had a correlation. Higher hardness was achieved by holding the material 

shorter period of time at the transformation temperature. Longer holding times induced 

opposite results. (Dorazil 1991: 204-205.) 

Limitations of ADI include the demands of manufacturing process, especially the heat 

treatment; machinability; and lack of familiarity among designers. Best results with 

machining can be done if the component is machined prior heat treatment to leave only 

small machining allowance. Lack of familiarity among engineers with ADI causes the 

designers to select other familiar materials instead. Substantial part of components made 

of ADI are maximum of 25 kg. (Raaka-ainekäsikirja. 2, Valuraudat ja valuteräkset 

2001: 128-129.) 

ADI is wear resistant, but it has approximately three times longer machining times 

compared to conventional ductile irons. ADI can be machined before austempering to 

benefit the machinability of ductile iron, but reproducibility and dimensional changes 

with austempering can be a challenge. One way to manufacture ADI is to remove the 

permanent mold at 920-980 °C after which it is immediately austenized. The benefits 

from this method are “energy savings, better surface finish, closer dimensional 

tolerances, less machining etc.” (Dorazil 1991: 211-212.) 
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3.2.13 Steels 

“Generally, carbon content is kept low in steels that require high ductility, high 

toughness, and good weldability (Metals handbook 1998: 962).” “A low-carbon, fully 

ferritic steel will typically have a total elongation of more than 50%” and “a room 

temperature Charpy V-notch impact energy of about 200 J.” (Metals handbook 1998: 

159.) 

“Carbon content is kept” “at higher levels in steels that require high strength, high 

hardness, fatigue resistance, and wear resistance (Metals handbook 1998: 962).” “Fully 

pearlitic steels have high strength, high hardness, and good wear resistance,” but “poor 

ductility and toughness.” “A fully pearlitic steel -- will typically have a total elongation 

of about 10%” and “room-temperature impact energy of under 10 J.” (Metals handbook 

1998: 159.) 

Manganese steels are used in a wide range of abrasive applications, because they “are 

superior in toughness and moderate in cost” in a comparison “to most other abrasion-

resistant ferrous alloys.” The abrasion-resistance of manganese steels is usually between 

martensitic and pearlitic white irons and steels. Manganese steels have poor corrosion 

resistance. (Metals handbook 1998: 268-269.) 

“The type of wear that is sustained has a major influence on the performance of 

manganese steels. They have excellent resistance to metal-to-metal wear, as in sheave 

wheels, crane wheels, and car wheels; good resistance to gouging abrasion, as in 

equipment for handling or crushing rock; intermediate resistance to high-stress 

(grinding) abrasion, as in ball-mill and rod-mill liners; and relatively low resistance to 

low-stress abrasion, as in equipment for handling loose sand or sand slurries.” (Metals 

handbook 1998: 269.) 
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4 THEORY II: MATERIAL SELECTION PROCESS AND 

USED TOOLS 

Selecting optimized material is a complicated process, because there are multiple 

variables such as over 50 000 construction materials. Ashby (2011: 3) suggests that the 

number is 160 000 or more. There are many things that define material selection process 

such as customer demands, regulators and energy prices. For instance the weight of the 

car is affecting the energy needed to accelerate and to overcome rolling resistance. 

(Airila 1995: 85, 108-109.) The lighter the car is the less energy it consumes, so it is 

beneficial to minimize the weight of it (Ashby 2011: 107). For example the mass in 

light trucks is affecting its life cycle costs worth of $12/kg. (Ashby 2011: 207.) 

Thorough knowledge of required material properties is needed to select material for a 

specific purpose. Environmental factors and manufacturing methods need to be 

considered. The designer can start selecting the material once the required properties are 

known. “Some of the properties to be considered are:” “mechanical properties such as 

strength: tensile strength (ultimate strength), yield strength, compressive strength; 

hardness; toughness: notch toughness, fracture toughness; ductility: total elongation, 

reduction in area; fatigue resistance, and other properties/characteristics such as 

formability: drawability, stretchability, bendability; wear resistance: abrasion resistance, 

galling resistance, sliding wear resistance, adhesive wear resistance; machinability and 

weldability.” (Metals handbook 1998: 154.) The requirements are application specific 

so that the demands for one application might be totally inadequate for another. (Metals 

handbook 1998: 155.) 

”A cast machine housing on a large lathe requires a material with adequate strength, 

rigidity, and durability to support the applied load and a certain degree of damping 

capacity in order to rapidly attenuate (dampen) vibrations from the rotating parts of the 

lathe.” “Gray cast iron is selected because it is relatively inexpensive, can be easily cast, 

and has the ability to dampen vibrations as a result of the graphite microstructure.” “The 

cast iron jaws of a crusher require a material with substantial wear resistance. For this 
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application, a casting is required because wear-resistant steels are very difficult to 

machine.” “However, for the jaw crusher, damping capacity is not a requirement. In this 

case, an alloy white cast iron is selected because of its high hardness and wear 

resistance.” (Metals handbook 1998: 155.) 

There isn’t any single systematic material selection process, which optimizes material 

selection, but there are some methods which have been generally used. These include 

material indices, weight factors and value analysis. (Airila 1995: 108-109.) In the 

beginning of material selection process all potential materials should be considered, 

because this way there is a better chance for an innovation and later in the process it’s 

more difficult to make changes (Ashby 2011: 98). Ashby (2011: 198-199) describes that 

the material selection process used depend on the number of objectives. With one 

objective material selection process is simple and has four steps, which are described in 

chapter 4.1. Material selection process with multiple conflicting objectives is more 

complicated and is described in chapter 4.2. 

4.1 Material selection process: one single objective by Ashby (2011) 

Ashby (2011) describes a four step material selection process, which includes 

translating design requirements, screening out using constraints, ranking using objective 

or objectives, and seeking documentation for further information, in the given order 

(Figure 3). In the first step design requirements are “expressed as function, constraints, 

objectives, and free variables.” (Ashby 2011: 98-104.) In the second step materials are 

preselected by screening. It eliminates all materials, which will not fulfill the 

constraints. The third step is ranking the materials with one or multiple material indices 

that are used to optimized the product (Ashby 2011: 99, 104.). The fourth step is 

documentation in which further detail is sought from the best alternatives (Ashby 2011: 

105-106). There has been computer software built such as “CES material and process 

selection software” to help material selection, which makes easier the material selection 

with multiple constraints. (Ashby 2011: 120-121). 
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Figure 3. Material selection process by Ashby (2011: 103) with single objective. 

4.1.1 Translation 

In the first step translation there is a definition of “one or more functions,” “constraints, 

objectives, and free variables” for the material selection of the component. Every 

component has at least one function, which will help to define “constrains, objectives, 

and free variables” for the component. Constraints are those that must be fulfilled, 

objectives are used for material optimization, and free variables are not constrained, 

which “the designer is free to vary.” Objectives can be for example manufacturing cost, 

mass or safety, and there can be either one or multiple objectives used for optimization. 

(Ashby 2011: 98-104.) 
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4.1.2 Screening 

In screening step materials that don’t meet the constraints are eliminated from the 

selection process (Ashby 2011: 104). At this stage there should be kept as many 

alternatives open as possible, and one should be careful not to eliminate materials too 

hasty, because engineering challenges can often be solved in other ways than selecting a 

certain material. For instance temperature rise can be limited by cooling or corrosion 

can be reduced by a coating. Fracture toughness and elongation constraints such as K1c 

> 15 MPa∙m
1/2

 and εf > 2 % are often used “in order to guarantee adequate tolerance to 

stress concentrations,” which limits material selection by excluding all polymers and 

ceramics, even though by innovation some materials outside of this range could be used. 

(Ashby 2011: 116-117.) 

4.1.3 Material indices 

Material indices are used to rank preselected materials. Optimization criteria can be a 

single material property or “a combination of them.” For example density ρ should be 

used to select the most buoyant material and thermal conductivity λ to rank materials for 

thermal insulations and heat exchangers. In applications demanding buoyancy low 

density would be required, and in insulations there would be a demand for a low 

conductivity and for heat exchangers a high one. “The property or property group that 

maximizes performance for a given design is called its material index.” “To summarize: 

Screening isolates candidates that are capable of doing the job; ranking identifies those 

among them that can do the job best.” (Ashby 2011: 104-105.) 

Airila (1995: 101) describes the method as an approximate way to rank materials. 

Material indices are values, which describe material performance under certain loads 

such as “tension, bending, torsion, and compression (Ashby 2011: 107),” but it’s also 

possible to optimize wear resistance with the method. Performance calculated can be for 

instance weight, volume or cost. Commonly weight is optimized, but it is also possible 

to optimize costs. There are several variables in designing a structure, from which 

function, geometry, and material properties are the most important. Material indices 
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don’t take manufacturing method or work input into consideration. It’s only for 

approximation and shouldn’t be used as a final selection method. (Airila 1995: 100-101, 

107-109.) 

In complex designs variables are dependent of others, but in simple cases such as in 

case of tension it’s possible to evaluate each variable independently. Under tension 

material strength is dependent on cross sectional area, but in bending and torsion the 

geometry of the cross section is also affecting. (Airila 1995: 100-102, 107-108.) 

4.1.4 Documentation 

Documentation is the fourth step in which there is further information such as “design 

guidelines, case studies, or failure analysis” sought from the best alternatives. Previous 

steps limit the options; otherwise there would be too much documentation to look for. In 

this step the task is to find out more details about the candidates including their 

“strengths and weaknesses and ways in which these can be overcome.” (Ashby 2011: 

105-106, 120.) 

The final decision to select the material is often based on local conditions: “in-house 

expertise or equipment, the availability of local suppliers, and so forth,” and the selected 

material might not be the best according to the ranking. “A systematic procedure cannot 

help here; the decision must instead be based on local knowledge.” (Ashby 2011: 106.) 

4.2 Material selection process: multiple objectives by Ashby (2011) 

Material selection process “with multiple constraints and conflicting objectives” is more 

complicated than with a single objective (Figure 4). The first two steps seem to be 

similar, but optimization makes the difference. There are subjective and objective 

methods for multicriteria optimization. Subjective methods include weight factors and 

fuzzy logic, and penalty function is an objective method. Active constraint method, 

which include the analytical method and the graphical method, can be used when there 

is a one objective, which is dependent of multiple constraints such as mass can be 
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dependent of stiffness and strength. Active constraints challenges are so called “min-

max” problems. (Ashby 2011: 198-203.) In real life material selection challenges almost 

always have conflicting objectives from which the most common are minimizing mass, 

volume, cost and environmental impact (Ashby 2011: 203). 

 

Figure 4. Potential material selection process “with multiple constraints and 

conflicting objectives (Ashby 2011: 199).” 

4.2.1 Trade-off strategies and penalty functions 

Multiple objectives can be optimized with trade-off strategies and using penalty 

functions. Trade-off strategies can be used to optimize for instance two conflicting 

objectives performance metrics P1 and P2 such as minimizing cost and mass (Figure 5). 

In this method there is a curve plotted using solutions, which meet the constraints. The 

curve is plotted as a tangent to the solutions on the lower side of cost and mass, so all 

the solutions in this case are on the right side of the curve called trade-off surface. The 

solution that is the best compromise can be found “on or near the trade-off surface” and 

“the rest can be rejected.” It might be enough to use this method to create a shortlist of 

candidates and then rank them intuitively. Optimization can be made more accurate 
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with penalty functions in which multiple objectives are combined under one function 

(Figure 6). The function is formulated in a way that its minimum gives the best solution. 

(Ashby 2011: 204-205.) 

 

Figure 5. Optimization with trade-off strategies (Ashby 2011: 205). 
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Figure 6. Optimization with penalty functions with (a) linear, and (b) logarithmic 

scale (Ashby 2011: 206). 

4.2.2 Weight factors 

Weight factors method is a subjective method, which is still widely used in material 

selection. In this method the selection is based on subjective weightings and material 

properties. The downsides are subjectivity and that excluding the best ranked material 

for some reason can change the ranking order, which can be seen in the example (Table 

1). However experienced engineers might give reasonable relative weights to each 

property. (Ashby 2011: 213-214.) 

Table 1. Weight factors example (Ashby 2011: 214). 

Material  [Mg/m3] y [Mpa] W (including Be) 
W (excluding 

Be) 

1020 steel 7,85 320 0,27 0,34 

6061 Al (T4) 2,7 120 0,55 0,78 

Ti-6Al-4V 4,4 950 0,57 0,71 

Beryllium 1,86 170 0,79 - 
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It is used to select materials in which each significant material property in the case is 

given a weighting that describes the importance of the property. The weightings, which 

are based on customer demands, can be for instance integers from 1 to 5 (Airila 1995: 

109.), or how Ashby (2011: 213) presents that the weightings are relative values 

between 0 and 1, in which each value describes the relative importance of the 

corresponding material property in the component, and the importance of all material 

properties total 1. Each weighting will be multiplied by the corresponding values of 

each material property and the products for each material are summed up (Airila 1995: 

109). Ashby (2011: 213) describes that the corresponding values of each material 

property are scaled, because of their variation in absolute values, so that each material 

index is divided by the highest one of their group. This will give each scaled value a 

number between 0 and 1. Material properties, which cannot be expressed readily in 

numerical values, “such as weldability or wear resistance,” can be expressed with a 

numeric rating from E = 1 (very bad) to A = 5 (very good). These ratings are also scaled 

the same way as other material property values. (Ashby 2011: 213.) 

4.3 Value analysis 

Value analysis is a method that was first developed to screen materials. It is used to 

recognize and remove unnecessary costs of a product without deterring quality or 

reliability. In the method product is divided into functions and the costs of these 

functions are determined. Then the functions and the costs are compared, useless 

functions and the related costs are removed, and also useful functions are compared 

with the corresponding costs. (Airila 1995: 109.) 

4.4 Manufacturing costs 

Manufacturing costs can be divided into variable, and fixed or overhead costs. In a 

simplification variable costs can be divided into material and labor costs. The scale of 

the product has a big effect on how the costs accumulate. In small scale and similar 

products the manufacturing costs are approximately related to the scale, with medium 
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products it’s related to the square of the scale, and with large products it’s related to the 

cube of the scale. The reason for this is that the volume of the used material is 

approximately related to the cube of the scale and as a result the material costs are more 

significant with large products. The cost of labor is relative to the surface area that is 

machined and the overhead costs to the square root of the scale. (Airila 1995: 108-109.) 

4.5 House of Quality 

4.5.1 Introduction 

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) was developed in the 1960s in the Kobe shipyards 

in Japan (Kahn 2006: 77-81). It has four stages: Product Planning generally known as 

House of Quality (HOQ), Parts Deployment, Process Planning and Production Planning 

(Figure 7) (Kahn 2006: 77-81, Hauser and Clausing 1988). It drives product design 

from customer demands into manufacturing process and encourages teamwork. In each 

stage whats, a list of what needs to be done become hows, a list of how these things can 

be achieved. Afterwards the hows are potentially moved to the next stage into whats. In 

the first step customer attributes (CAs) are linked with engineering characteristics 

(ECs). (Hauser and Clausing 1988.) Many companies find that implementing all four 

stages of the QFD process as such is too complex and takes too much time. Therefore 

they use only part of it, often the first step HOQ. The idea of QFD is to design products 

that fulfill customer demands and optimizes product characteristics. (Kahn 2006: 77-

81.) 

HOQ is the first and most used tool of QFD, which was developed in 1972 at the site of 

Mitsubishi’s Kobe Shipyard. It has been broadly used in a successful way by consumer 

product manufacturers and service providers in Japan. The foundation of HOQ is the 

customer demands, which are used from the start of product design in an aim to design 

products that satisfies customers. The tool helps cooperation between various 

departments of the company, such as marketing, design engineers, and manufacturing. 

(Hauser and Clausing 1988.) HOQ is used to match “the voice of the customer (VOC) 
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and the voice of the engineer (VOE).” VOC is determined by VOC studies and many 

companies find this to be enough, and don’t want to proceed further with QFD. (Kahn 

2006: 77-81.) HOQ can be seen in the Figure 8 (Hauser and Clausing 1988). 

 

Figure 7. Four steps of QFD (Hauser and Clausing 1988). (Reprinted 

with permission. Copyright c 1988 by the Harvard Business Publishing 

Corporation; all rights reserved.) 

Product development has changed a lot in history. Producers and customers used to be 

very close to each other, because often the same individual asked customer demands, 

designed and manufactured the product. There was less risk of distortions in demands. 

Nowadays companies are large and marketing, design and manufacturing are separated, 

and there is a demand for QFD. Lack of communication between departments cause 

costs and quality issues, and QFD implemented in a right way improves 

communication. QFD has been proven to be very effective in reducing startup costs and 

time of a new product, and the total “number of design changes” and “the number of 

design changes” after the release. Toyota Auto Body reduced its startup costs from 1977 

by more than 60 % by 1984 by implementing QFD. Also “a Japanese auto 

manufacturer” which had implemented QFD had basically stopped making changes to 

their models after release whereas a “U.S. company without QFD” still continued 

making changes. (Hauser and Clausing 1988.) 
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Figure 8. House of Quality (Hauser and Clausing 1988). (Reprinted with   

permission. Copyright c 1988 by the Harvard Business Publishing   

Corporation; all rights reserved.) 

There is difference between presentations of HOQ and the terms used, but the principles 

are the same (Hauser and Clausing 1988, Kahn 2006: 77-81, Wheelwright 1992: 229-

231). HOQ is often custom built and there aren’t any strict rules for it. Companies 
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should use a type of house, which will fulfill their demands best. However there are 

steps that are often used in HOQ: determining CAs and their importance; customer 

perceptions, where the company products are compared with competitors’; determining 

ECs that correlate with ACs and their direction of improvement; filling the correlation 

matrix; determining objective measures and target values; and filling the roof matrix. 

Technical difficulty, imputed importance and estimated cost can also be determined for 

each EC. (Hauser and Clausing 1988.) 

Kahn (2006: 77-81) describes that VOC includes customer needs, their importance and 

the comparison between company product and the competitors’. VOE includes technical 

characteristics that correspond to customer demands. Each technical characteristic 

includes the direction of improvement and they are compared to each other with the 

trade-off roof, which shows potential conflicts with design. These characteristics are 

also used to benchmark company products with competing ones to determine the 

differences and afterwards this data can be used to set target values for the forthcoming 

company product. (Kahn 2006: 77-81.) 

According to Kahn (2006: 77-81) there will be often done “plan”, ratio of improvement, 

sales points, absolute weight and relative weight for VOC, which are located on the 

right side of the matrix next to customer perceptions. “Plan” is the target values how 

customers will see the future product. Ratio of improvement is plan divided by current 

product value. Sales points multiplier values can be given for emerging needs by 

employees to give extra value for certain characteristics if they think these 

characteristics are “necessary for creating competitive advantage.” Sales points values 

can be for instance 1; 1,2 and 1,5. Sales points can be determined with the help of Kano 

model. Some users of QFD criticize the use of sales points, because they think that only 

customer should decide how important each customer demand is. Absolute weight is the 

product of the rate of importance, the ratio of improvement and the sales points. 

“Demanded weight is the relative percentage of the absolute weight to the total absolute 

weight.” Demanded weight will be used as a multiplier to determine the importance of 
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each technical characteristic, which will be important for prioritization of these 

characteristics. (Kahn 2006: 77-81.) 

Lowe (2000) explains QFD in an excellent, simple and easily understandable way in his 

QFD tutorial. In his presentation there are only positive correlations in the relationship 

matrix. Some details of the HOQ are explained in the forthcoming sections. 

4.5.2 Customer attributes 

CAs are customer requirements, which are often reproduced phrases from the given data 

used by customers. The idea of using customers’ phrases is that they are less misleading 

than the company employees’ interpretation of those phrases. Typically there are 30-100 

CAs in HOQ, but the list depends on the case. CAs can often include demands from 

others than end users such as regulators, retailers and vendors. CAs are often sorted into 

groups by agreement of the team members to see a bigger picture. For each CA there 

will be an importance rating given in order to determine trade-offs between CAs. 

Importance will be found out by surveys or “team members’ direct experience with 

customers.” (Hauser and Clausing 1988.) Kahn (2006: 77-81) presents a scale from 1 

“not important” to 5 “very important,” which is different from Hauser and Clausing’s 

(1988). 

4.5.3 Customer perceptions 

After the CAs and their importance have been determined there will be a comparison 

made by customer surveys to find out how the CAs of company product compares to 

those of others. There is potentially a need for customer segmentation between users, if 

their demands differ much. (Hauser and Clausing 1988.) Kahn (2006: 77-81) presents a 

comparison scale from 1 “very weak on this need” to 5 “very strong on this need” which 

is similar to Hauser and Clausing (1988). 
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4.5.4 Engineering characteristics 

ECs are “the language of the engineer” and they should be selected carefully to 

correspond ACs by for instance brainstorming. They should also be easily measurable. 

There should be also marked a sign for each EC to express the direction of 

improvement. (Hauser and Clausing 1988.) 

Ulrich and Eppinger (2012: 95-98) present a way how to choose metrics for the 

customer needs. For each need there should be looked for a metric that correspond as 

closely as possible the need. In ideal case there would be a single metric for each need, 

but in real life this is rarely the case. Once there have been correlating metrics chosen 

for each need there should be high correlations on the diagonal of the correlation matrix. 

(Ulrich and Eppinger 2012: 95-98.) 

4.5.5 Relationship matrix 

According to Hauser and Clausing (1988) and Wheelwright (1992: 229-231) there will 

be correlations set including the magnitude and the direction of dependence between 

each AC and EC in relationship matrix. Correlations can be indicated either by numbers 

or symbols. After relationships have been set there can be objective measures done. 

After objective measures the employees can select target values for each. (Hauser and 

Clausing 1988.) 

4.5.6 Roof matrix 

Roof matrix is important in design to determine the trade-offs between ECs. ECs will be 

compared with each other and the correlations are indicated in a similar manner to the 

relationship matrix. (Hauser and Clausing 1988.) 

4.5.7 Bottom lines of HOQ 

HOQ can also include imputed importance, evaluated technical difficulty for making 

changes and estimated costs for each EC. Comparing these three things gives valuable 
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information for making wise decisions to choose a balance in design. (Hauser and 

Clausing 1988.) 

4.5.8 Kano model 

Kano model was presented by Noriaki Kano in the 1980s. The target of the model is to 

achieve customers becoming from satisfactory to delighted. It can be helpful with QFD 

analysis. There are three groups of attributes or features: assumed, expected and 

delighting. The model can be “linked to the QFD” “via the sales points.” Assumed 

features minimize customer dissatisfaction, but they won’t satisfy customers. They are 

assumed and customer won’t even ask for them, and they are given a value of 1,0 in 

sales points. Expected features have linear effect on satisfaction of customers, and after 

exceeding those customers are satisfied. They are given a value of 1,2. Delighting 

features that are given a value of 1,5 are something that customers won’t expect, but are 

value adding and not just excessive amount of attributes. Designers should carefully 

plan a right amount of delighting attributes, because they can be costly and customers 

will expect delighting attributes in future products as expected or even assumed. There 

should be a balance of cost and customer satisfaction in an attempt to optimize a 

product. (Kahn 2006: 82-83.) The Kano model is presented graphically in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Kano model (Wikimedia Commons. Craigwbrown 2012. 

Kano_model.png. CC BY-SA 3.0.) 

4.6 Criteria Scoring Matrix 

Criteria Scoring Matrix (CSM) is a tool to compare material properties with each other 

on a four point importance scale in which 4 indicates major preference, 3 medium 

preference, 2 minor preference and 1 no preference in which “each scores one point.” 

After comparing each property with each other they are summed up to an overall score. 

CSM is the first part of Weighted evaluation technique, which was developed by 

Dell’Isola, P.E. and Kirk, S.J. (Flanagan et al. 1989: 104-106.) CSM is presented in the 

Table 2. 
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Table 2. An example of CSM, which was originally used in the sheave-wire contact 

case, but the method was later rejected (Flanagan et al. 1989: 104-106). 

Direction of improvement ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 
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A. Yield strength X A/B C-2 D-2 A-3 F-2 G-3 A-2 

B. Ferromagnetism   x B/C B/D B-3 B-2 G-2 B-3 

C. Fatigue resistance     X C/D C-3 C/F C/G C-3 

D. Machinability       X D-3 D-3 D/G D-3 

E. Elongation/Ductility         x F-2 G-3 H-3 

F. Coefficient of friction           x G-3 F/H 

G. Hardness (abrasion)             x G-3 

H. Damping capacity               X 

                  

Sum 6 11 12 14 0 6 16 4 

 

4.7 Life cycle cost 

4.7.1 Introduction and terms 

Life cycle cost (LCC) is the whole life cost of a product or system starting from 

procurement and ending in disposal (Dhillon 2010: 1) and life cycle costing is an 

approach in estimating such costs (Dhillon 2010: 27). Life cycle costing guides towards 

more inexpensive alternatives and it’s not supposed to give precise answers. Sometimes 

there might be a need for the best guess of a certain item or area cost if more precise 

information isn’t available. However it can still be helpful for a decision. (Flanagan 

1989: 5) 
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Dhillon (2010: 2-3) explains several terms used in life cycle costing some of which 

include procurement cost, ownership cost, repair cost, maintenance cost, cost model, 

downtime, and useful life. Procurement cost includes all costs related to acquisition. 

Ownership cost includes all life cycle costs but the procurement cost. Repair cost 

includes the costs to fix the product or system to the original state or condition in which 

it supposed to be. Maintenance cost includes the costs to keep the product or system in a 

reasonable condition, which consists of costs of materials and labor. LCC “model is an 

approach” which supposed to take all costs of a product or system into consideration. 

Downtime is the overall time when the product or machine doesn’t fulfill its function.  

“Useful life is the” time interval a product doesn’t exceed the allowed failure rate. 

(Dhillon 2010: 2-3.) 

Product ownership cost of a product often contributes more to the LCC than acquisition 

cost (Dhillon 2010: xiii, 1, 27, 77, 105). In some cases ownership cost can be between 

10 and 100 times the acquisition cost (Dhillon 2010: xiii, 1, 105). Major contributors to 

costs are operation and maintenance (Dhillon 2010: 27). Ownership costs are very 

significant, because engineering products produced each year are worth billions of 

dollars (Dhillon 2010: 77). 

4.7.2 Advantages and disadvantages of life cycle costing 

Life cycle costing has its advantages and disadvantages. Some of its significant benefits 

are that it assists to cut the overall costs, it helps in the decision making, it can be used 

to manage projects and in the cost comparison of competing projects, and it is excellent 

in the selection of competing contractors and manufacturers. Its main objective is 

maximizing limited resources. Its disadvantages are that it demands time, money, valid 

data, and effort to obtain appropriate data. (Dhillon 2010: 33.) It’s very important to 

have proper data for good cost estimates. However skilled cost analyst can compensate 

difficulties with the data, but even then some surprises might occur. Dhillon (2010: 34) 

highlights the importance of risk management and also considers the role of the 

management important in life cycle costing. (Dhillon 2010: 34.) 
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4.7.3 Cost models 

It’s essential that the LCC model includes all costs concerning the project, and 

represents both transparent and visible aspects of the product costs. “There is a definite 

need for both the product manufacturer and the user to organize effectively to control 

life cycle cost.” (Dhillon 2010: 34, 43). There has been several cost models developed 

for life cycle costing, which include “both general and specific models (Dhillon 2010: 

43).” General models can be used for a variety of purposes and they are not specified 

for any particular product or system (Dhillon 2010: 44).  There isn’t any single LCC 

model that “has been accepted as” the industry standard for a variety of reasons such as 

difference between users; variety of problems and products; and diversity of “cost data 

collection systems.” The accuracy of cost estimation is very important, because 

mistakes can have serious adverse effects. In model selection one should be careful, 

because model effectiveness depends on application. (Dhillon 2010: 43.) 

Dhillon (2010: 44) mentions several inputs related “to life cycle cost models” some of 

which include the cost of installation, the listed price of a system or a component, 

“mean time between failures,” average repair time, and the cost of labor for each 

corrective maintenance operation. (Dhillon 2010: 44.) There are many dimensions 

related to cost estimation model such as the factors “of cost, time, and cost breakdown 

structure.” There are many aspects that should be considered when designing a cost 

model such as flexibility; usability; “feasibility of data requirements;” cost and speed to 

develop, operate, and change; reliability; robustness; inclusiveness; and ability to 

sensitivity analysis. (Dhillon 2010: 129.) 

4.7.4 Maintenance costing 

“There are many reasons for maintenance costing. Some of the important ones include” 

“to make equipment replacement decisions,” “to identify maintenance cost drivers,” “to 

provide appropriate inputs in the design of the new equipment or items,” and “to 

perform equipment or item life cycle cost studies.” (Dhillon 2010:78.) “As various types 

of cost data are needed in maintenance costing, management decides the types of cost 
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data the maintenance department should collect by considering their potential 

applications. Four types of maintenance cost-related data are collected,” which include 

labor costs, “spare parts and supplies costs,” overhead costs and equipment costs. 

(Dhillon 2010: 85.) 

4.7.5 Various areas of costs 

Dhillon (2010: 77) highlights the importance of “maintenance, maintainability, 

usability, and warranty costs;” which should be considered carefully. Poor sale and 

“tarnished corporate image cost” can also have significance and they are related to 

customers or users disappointed to certain products. Poor sale cost is caused by 

customers or users who are not willing to buy the new version of the same product even 

when made aware of the usability improvements. Disappointed customers or users will 

induce about “10 others to avoid buying the product.” Some customers might not even 

buy other products from the same firm and then it’s a question of tarnished corporate 

image cost. (Dhillon 2010: 88.) 

4.7.6 Time value of money 

Dhillon (2010: 11) suggests that in life cycle costing it’s required to calculate all 

potential costs while considering the time value of money, which is typically taken into 

account with “interest and inflation rates.” Interest increases and inflation decreases the 

value of an amount of money to be held today with time, and “the present value of an 

amount of money to be received in the future would generally be less.” Formulas which 

consider the change of value of money with time are considered crucial “in life cycle 

costing.” (Dhillon 2010: 11.) 

4.7.7 Cost accumulation  

There is the best chance to affect total costs in the planning stage of the project, but after 

the beginning the chances are reduced rapidly (Hastings 2010: 198). Costs are induced 

from material costs and processing. Alloying and processing stages increases costs, and 

tolerance and roughness have a significant effect on costs. There is an exponential 
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correlation between costs and “demands for precision and surface finish,” so products 

shouldn’t be overspecified. (Ashby 2011: 406-407.) Maintenance costs normally rise as 

the equipment ages (Hastings 2010: 203-204). The mass of the components can also 

have a significant effect on life cycle costs. According to Ashby (2011: 207) penalty 

function example the mass in light trucks is affecting its life cycle costs worth of 

$12/kg. (Ashby 2011: 207.) 

4.8 Decision matrix 

Ullman (2006: 49-56) represents two similar decision matrix methods: conventional 

Decision Matrix; and Stuart Pugh’s modification of the conventional one known as the 

Pugh’s Method. In the conventional decision matrix there are absolute values given 

according to each criterion for the concepts how well they fulfill the demand for 

example using a 5-point scale from 1 to 5 in which 1 describes that the concept meets 

the criterion worst and 5 the best. The Pugh’s Method (Figure 10), which is widely 

recommended in decision making, uses relative comparison to a datum or reference 

product to which all other concepts are compared to typically on a three point scale: 

better, about the same, or worse represented with plus (+), same (S), and minus (-) 

(Ullman 2006: 49-56; Fox 1993: 43), which equals in values as +1, 0, and -1. A wider 

comparison scale is also an option. (Ullman 2006: 53.) Both of these methods provide a 

way to compare various concepts how well they meet the set criteria, and the results 

give you insight about “the best alternatives and the most useful information for making 

your decision.” (Ullman 2006: 51.) 

Ullman (2006: 52-53) describes five steps to fill the decision matrix: determining 

criteria, determining importance weightings, selecting “the alternatives to be evaluated,” 

evaluating the alternatives, and computing the results. The compared concepts should 

“be at the same level of abstraction” for equal comparison. “It is hard to think of 

weaknesses of new ideas, because of little experience with them.” (Ullman 2006: 52.) 

Stuart Pugh disliked the absolute comparison and developed the Pugh’s method, which 

uses relative comparison to a datum and should make it easier to evaluate concepts that 
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are less known and understood. (Ullman 2006: 53.) Reference solution should be 

conventional for which there is thorough understanding. There should be used a figure 

to describe each concept instead of only descriptive name, which enables visualization 

and makes it easier for the mind to handle. (Fox 1993: 43.) 

 

Figure 10. Ullman’s (2006: 54) “example of Pugh’s Matrix” in which Vendor 2 

being significantly inferior to the others was excluded in screening. 

Fox (1993: 39) explains two methods for concept evaluation, Pugh method and 

Combinex method. Both methods are similar and they are used to compare different 

concepts using criteria. According to Fox (1993: 39) the Pugh method uses unweighted 

criteria, and is simpler and better when there isn’t much quantified data available. The 

combinex method uses weighted criteria and is better with numerically quantified 

criteria. In this method there is “acceptability or preference curves” used for the criteria. 

This method won’t be covered further in this thesis. (Fox 1993: 39.) 

Ullman (2006: 53-54) presents four computed scores in Pugh’s matrix: the total pluses 

and minuses, “the overall total, and the weighted total.” “The overall total is the” 

subtraction of the total pluses and minuses, which “is an estimate of the decision-

Wt Vendor 1 Vendor 3 Vendor 4

Cost 0,30 + S

Response time 0,17 + +

Training time 0,17 - S

Ease of use 0,17 + +

Strong team 0,10 - -

Team experience 0,10 S -

Pluses 1,0 3 2

Minuses 2 2

Overall total +1 0

Weighted total +0,37 +0,14
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makers’ satisfaction with the alternative relative to the datum.” The weighted total, 

which is the sum of the products of the cells in two columns: the weightings and the 

relative scores of the concept in question, can also be calculated. (Ullman 2006: 53-54.) 

Doing the comparison iteratively by changing “the highest-scoring concept” “as the new 

datum” improves learning and result accuracy. This “should be redone until a clearly 

“best” concept” or concepts are found. The overall results and pluses can be used to 

identify positive features in the compared concepts, which “might be combined to 

develop new, even better alternatives.” (Ullman 2006: 55.) 

Ullman (2006: 49-50) considers both decision matrices very powerful tools in 

formalized decision making, but criticizes that they lack quantifying and managing “a 

dominant factor in most decision making,” uncertainty. His dissatisfaction with the 

Decision Matrix in 1995 led him to develop other methods, which are described in 

Ullman (2006) (Ullman 2006: 56).  

Pugh concept selection is based on a matrix, which is normally used iteratively to create 

alternative solutions and eliminate weaker ones until the optimum is reached. It gives 

thorough view on the requirements whether they are adequate and properly understood 

or not. This method is quick in identifying the best concept in software industry. There 

should be many alternatives that are compared to the reference solution, also called the 

datum, concerning each criterion. The optimum solution “is based on the consolidated 

scores” and can be a hybrid or a variant of the other options. This method doesn’t 

require much quantitative data, which is usually “not available at this point.” The Pugh 

concept selection should be done after HOQ, in other words between VOC and design. 

(El-Haik and Shaout 2010: 186.) 

The Decision Matrix method is most effective when it is used iteratively in a way that 

each team member fills it independently, the results are then compared and discussed, 

and this process is redone until the team reaches consensus (El-Haik and Shaout 2010: 

186, Ullman 2006: 51). The individual results should be compared and the differences 
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discussed, but the results shouldn’t be averaged because averaging easily leads to 

smaller variation between the results of the concepts (Ullman 2006: 51, 55). Variation 

between independent evaluations can be significant, because the concepts and the 

requirements might be unrefined. Discussion should lead to refining of a few concepts. 

“If it doesn’t, the group should either clarify the criteria or generate more concepts for 

evaluation.” (Ullman 2006: 55.) 

4.9 Thoughts/Analysis of theories 

4.9.1 House of Quality 

Kano model could be very beneficial for many companies, including Componenta, to 

plan a right amount of delighting features in their service and products for being 

competitive. In most cases the customers of a casting company are from the field of 

mechanical engineering and have a technical background. They have their expectations 

and they tell a list of expected demands, but there are areas in which they are less 

familiar and they might not know how a casting provider could help them in a broader 

perspective. They also protect their products and don’t often want to give much 

knowledge or control to a supplier. Their presumptions and control might interfere with 

product optimization. If customers had better knowledge of expertise of casting 

companies and would trust more them, they might be in a closer co-operation with the 

supplier. 

According to Kano model there are assumed, expected and delighting customer 

demands. The efficiency of HOQ could be increased by implementing Kano model, 

because with the approach there could be also demands that the customers won’t ask be 

taken into consideration. Otherwise products or services might be mediocre and lose to 

competitors’. 
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4.9.2 Life cycle cost 

Life cycle costing concept should be used in a way that suits best for the needs of the 

company. Accurate financial figures can be very difficult and costly to obtain. Life 

cycle costing fulfills its objective if it drives towards more inexpensive solutions and 

therefore accuracy in itself isn’t a goal (Flanagan 1989: 5), even though Dhillon (2010: 

43) highlights the importance of accuracy in cost estimation, because of the risk of 

adverse effects with an inaccurate estimation. In most cases could be assumed that the 

main point of life cycle costing is to actually select the best alternative from the given 

options and there isn’t much benefit in knowing the exact costs, unless the magnitude of 

the life cycle costs of a product or system is very big. In these cases mistakes in 

evaluation could indeed cause serious adverse effects.  

As described by Hastings (2010: 198) the best possibility to affect the costs is in the 

beginning stage of the project or designing a component. Ashby (2011: 406-407) 

suggests that products shouldn’t be over specified, because that might increase the costs 

significantly. It has been noticed at Componenta that customers have the tendency to 

overspecify casting components, because of fear that good is not enough, which will 

often increase the cost of manufacturing. They might demand that there cannot be any 

porosity in casting components, even though it might not have any practical effect for 

instance in terms of strength of materials. In practice it’s important where the porosity is 

located, in some places it won’t cause any problems and in some places they are critical. 

Sometimes they also have a false idea that the material properties of a casting are 

homogenous throughout the part, which is rarely the case. One significant reason for 

this is cooling time, which varies in different sections of the component. If customers 

knew more about the capabilities and restrictions of castings, and their suppliers, they 

might be in a closer co-operation with the suppliers. 

In casting industry there is a practice that potential customer often requests a quotation 

for their product and sends a machine drawing and/or a 3D-file of a product to a 

potential supplier. Potential customer might not know much about casting and often 

there must be made at least some changes before the component can be reasonably 
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casted. Often there are also quality problems with components, which are already in 

production, and changes should be made to those components as well. The amount of 

work and money used to design, redesign and manufacture components could be 

reduced significantly if there would be better cooperation between the supplier and the 

buyer in the beginning stages of the projects, whether it is a question of old component 

with problems or a new component. Especially with new components one significant 

problem from the view of the casting supplier is that they want to be in control and are 

often not willing to in such a close co-operation, because they want to keep more of 

their options open. 

It has been noted inside Componenta that the flow of information is often slow between 

the customer and the supplier, which easily makes the changes to components slower 

and increases their overall costs. A significant reason for this is that there are often 

intermediaries inside the two companies through whom the information goes through. 

Intermediaries frequently don’t have thorough understanding about the details 

concerning the components. 

Currently there seem to be an occasional tendency with old components with challenges 

that the designers make the casting simulations first and then suggest the changes to a 

customer, which works best according to simulations, but might not satisfy customer for 

some reason or reasons such as constructive. Business Unit Director of Karkkila 

foundry Juha Vatanen suggested that this process could be made more efficient if the 

designer would call directly to the customer before making any simulations or changes 

to 3D-model and ask where they prefer the changes possibly with some alternatives if 

there is any significant risk that the one alternative is not enough, and only after the 

answer they would make the simulations and actual suggestions. The calls should be 

made to the employees, which have thorough information about the components and 

power to decide. 

There have been some discussions about life cycle costs related to trucks with PDM of 

Trucks Seppo Paalanen at Componenta that how the weight affects the life cycle costs 
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of a truck, because often lowering the procurement cost of a casting will increase the 

mass of the casting, because there will often be added filling to reduce the number of 

the needed feeders. The customers, who manufacture trucks, won’t tell how much cost 

savings each reduced kilogram would give, because they probably don’t want to give 

the benefit for the supplier in negotiations. As mentioned earlier that according to 

Ashby (2011: 207) the mass in light trucks is affecting its life cycle costs worth of 

$12/kg. Soon after this information it was discussed and calculated/estimated with 

simple equations that the savings in fuel consumption is worth 7 €/kg with the timely 

Finnish diesel prices and one extra kilogram in all freights brings 10 € during the life 

span of the truck. In the fuel consumption calculation rolling resistance, accelerations 

and the efficiency of the vehicle were taken into consideration. The fuel consumption 

calculation was estimated with the following information: the truck lasts for half a 

million kilometers, it accelerates from 0 to 60 km/h once in every 5 km, rolling 

resistance coefficient is 0,005; and its efficiency is 25 %. The freight calculation was 

done by PDM Seppo Paalanen with the following information: the truck lasts 600000 

km, the freight between Pietarsaari and Främmestad is charged 0,05 €/kg, the distance is 

approximately 1000 km when the ship is used between Turku and Stockholm, the truck 

is loaded two thirds of its use which means that it drives 500 km without freight totaling 

1500 km per freight, and half of the costs is incurred due to shipping freight and half 

due to truck. 

These figures are only approximate, but it can be argued that the mass of the vehicles 

has very significant effect on life cycle costs, which should be under more scrutiny 

when designing components. Added mass to a casting might decrease the manufacturing 

costs, but it might increase the life cycle costs, which is the opposite of the ultimate 

goal. Closer co-operation between the customer and the supplier could benefit both 

companies so that Componenta would increase sales by helping to design lighter 

components and the truck manufacturer could sell more trucks to their customers by 

advertising that the new trucks are lighter, and they either consume less fuel with the 

same loads or with the same fuel consumption are capable of carrying bigger loads. As 

discussed with Seppo Paalanen potential increase in fuel prices could have a significant 
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effect on the importance of the weight in trucks, and of course the opposite cause would 

have the opposite effect. Of course there are many components in trucks, which don’t 

demand much wear resistance, but this is a good example of the potential importance of 

the weight of the casting components including components which demand wear 

resistance and significantly move either by translation or rotation, or a combination of 

both. For example a rotating axle demands for wear resistance and its mass is affecting 

its costs due to friction, and moment of inertia is affecting its costs due to accelerations 

and decelerations. 

There are many things that affect the life cycle costs of a casting component requiring 

wear resistance. It depends on the component which aspects affect the costs most, but 

some of which include usability costs, maintenance and replacement costs, energy 

consumption, component useful life etc. Maintenance and replacement costs can be 

reduced by increasing the useful life of the component, which can be done by increasing 

its wear resistance. Then the replacement interval can be increased, which will reduce 

the labor costs that are often a significant component of replacement costs. Energy 

consumption depends on the case and can be affected with influencing friction, mass, 

and moment of inertia among other things. 

4.9.3 Material selection process and used tools 

In chapter 4 in one of the two material selection examples it was mentioned that for the 

jaws of a crusher a casting is needed, because wear-resistant steels are very difficult to 

machine, thus white cast iron was selected. However in a meeting with two of the 

PDMs the same example was discussed and it was mentioned that the white cast iron is 

very difficult to machine as well, which suggests that the machinability shouldn’t 

significantly favor the white cast iron. 
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5 PRACTICAL PART I: MATERIAL SELECTION 

PROCESS AND USED TOOLS 

5.1 Material selection process developed 

Material selection process used in this thesis has five steps (Figure 11) from which four 

are consecutive, and life cycle costing follows through the whole process as a 

simultaneous step with the other four. The first step is acquiring customer demands and 

their importance. In the second step materials are preselected using constraints and 

common sense to narrow the list to only a few reasonable alternatives. In the third step 

HOQ is used to build correlation between general customer demands, material 

properties, and the importance ratings of each selected material property. The fourth 

step is the comparison of preselected materials with a decision matrix: the Pugh’s 

Method, which can include the life cycle costs from a selected area such as estimated 

replacement costs. Life cycle costing is an approach, which is used through the whole 

process when making decisions, but there is a possibility to make more specific 

calculations if valid data are available, and more specific calculations won’t demand too 

much effort. 

Material selection process took a while to develop as such with five steps. It included 

officially four steps quite a long and preselection of materials were added as one step 

much later in the thesis process. If understood correctly the idea of adding preselection 

of materials as one step into the selection process came into mind just one day before a 

similar step was noticed in Ashby (2011: 103-104) called screening, in which “materials 

that cannot do the jobs” are eliminated by using constraints. Even though Ashby (2011: 

98) suggests that it is wise to start the selection process with all potential materials, in 

this thesis the focus is on cast iron materials with or without thermal spraying, because 

Componenta is a casting company and considering all potential materials would take too 

much time and effort relative to the scope of the thesis. Life cycle costing step was also 

for long as a consecutive step with others, but was later decided to make it as a 
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simultaneous process long step with the others, because of its high importance and how 

life cycle costing might be beneficial in decision making throughout the process. 

 

Figure 11. Material selection process. 

5.2 The development of the material selection process 

In the beginning of the thesis project several weeks was used to get an overall picture of 

wear, wear resistant materials and financial methods used to calculate manufacturing 

costs. Also many meetings were held during the project with Componenta workers and 

also with other companies such as FIMECC Oy. In the beginning the scope was very 

broad, and in the meeting with Professor Jouko Karhunen after five weeks from the 

starting he suggested that there should be a prioritization made to practical problems 

and later select the most important ones. Also Engineering Manager Mikko Mykrä was 

significantly helping to focus on the most relevant matters, and after about six weeks he 

suggested that the focus for the next couple of weeks should be in that how to present 
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the solution, which meant that for example how material properties, costs and service 

conditions would result in material recommendations by using certain weightings. There 

were mentioned Pugh’s decision matrix and material selection tables. 

Soon there was an idea that HOQ and Pugh’s decision matrix could be used 

consecutively by obtaining the weightings of the material properties with the help of 

HOQ. This way there would be less subjectivity with the weightings in the decision 

matrix compared to defining the weightings directly to decision matrix subjectively. 

There were discussions held with Quality Manager Jorma Lammila about the process 

and especially about HOQ for starters and soon about the Total Cost of Ownership 

(TCO) in which the operating costs would be under scrutiny, because procurement and 

disposal costs are easily determined. 

After about two and a half months the material selection process resembled the current 

process with four consecutive steps: customer demands, HOQ and Criteria Scoring 

Matrix (CSM) to define weightings for decision matrix with two different methods, Life 

cycle costing/TCO, and decision matrix. Later CSM were rejected for simplification, 

but it was a great help with the definition of HOQ, because it helped with the 

correlations, which was decided to include both positive and negative figures. 

It was also considered if decision matrix could be used to compare how material change 

would affect the TCO. First the TCO for the current solution should be evaluated and 

the costs should be divided into areas of costs, which are important to consider such as 

procurement, maintenances, replacements and disposal. Then alternative materials 

would be compared with relative numbers starting from 0, which would describe how 

the costs of alternatives are related to the reference, the current material. For instance if 

a certain material would be estimated to cut down replacement costs by 20 % of the 

original, it would have a relative number of 1-0,2=0,8. The result would be calculated as 

in a regular weighted decision matrix. This application of decision matrix method was 

quickly rejected due to criticism from Jorma Lammila that the method works well for 
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technical properties, but not for costs. Despite criticism this method could be an 

approximate way to estimate the costs of different alternatives. 

After about five and a half months it was decided to add material preselection as a 

second step. Reasons for this is that it would give an idea of alternatives, materials 

preselected would affect the correlations in the HOQ and then it would be easier to fill 

the correlation matrix, and it was also described as the second step in materials selection 

process in Ashby (2011: 103-104). Soon after this it was also decided to separate life 

cycle costing into a simultaneous step with the others and into a process long step, 

because of its high importance. 

5.3 Customer demands 

It was originally decided that the customer demands will be acquired directly from the 

customer; Componenta employees, especially the Product Development Managers, will 

play the customer; or a combination of both. The ideal situation would be that the 

customers have the time and interest to participate thoroughly in the process, and also 

have the knowledge of the used tools. Customer should have the best knowledge and 

know-how of their products and therefore it would be essential for them to participate. 

However they might not have much knowledge about materials and castings, so 

Componenta has an important role as an expert in this field. All the four presented cases 

in this thesis were received from actual customers of Componenta, and all the customers 

participated into their case at least at some level. 

5.4 House of Quality 

It was decided that there will be used HOQ to get appropriate weightage for the material 

properties. HOQ has normally many stages and it was decided to use only part of it. 

From the typical HOQ there will be used only customer demands and their importance, 

material properties and their direction of improvement, correlation matrix and 

calculating the overall weightage. 
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It was decided that there will be used both positive and negative correlations with the 

HOQ. This is because customer demands may have a positive, neutral, or negative 

impact on the importance of material properties. For instance customer demand 

inexpensive material and material property yield strength have a negative correlation, 

which means that generally increasing yield strength increases costs. This suggests that 

low procurement cost will lower the weightage of yield strength. Customer demand of 

durability on the other hand will increase the weightage of the yield strength. If only 

positive correlations would’ve been used in the correlation matrix then both the 

procurement cost and the durability would have increased the weightage of the yield 

strength and made it too significant in the decision matrix. When two materials, which 

have difference in yield strength, would have been compared later in the decision 

matrix, it would have resulted that the higher yield strength material would gain points 

with the help of these both customer demands even though the other demand has a 

negative effect. 

This raises a question why HOQ is quite often represented only with positive 

correlations without actually denoting the direction of dependence. Without denoting 

negative correlations the representation is limited and HOQ could perhaps give more 

information by adding negative correlations to the matrix. Maybe there could be made 

some further research on HOQ what kind of effect this has in machine design tasks for 

instance, and how the results differ with and without negative correlations. This could 

give some valuable information on how HOQ could be applied in various situations. 

5.5 Criteria Scoring Matrix 

CSM wasn’t chosen into the final tools of material selection process, but it was useful in 

the process. Without CSM HOQ wouldn’t have necessarily developed into a level 

which it is now. At some point of the process in the second stage there were two 

simultaneous methods used to determine the weightage for the decision matrix. It was 

important to have the weightage on the same scale relative to each other. In order to get 

them to the same scale negative correlations were added to HOQ. With this decision the 
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weightage ended up closer. The reason CSM was eventually left out of the process was 

to simplify the process and CSM seemed much more strenuous to use than HOQ. In 

HOQ you can relatively easy see how customer demands and material properties 

correlate, but using CSM you cannot see such correlations. Also making changes to 

HOQ is easier than to CSM. 

5.6 Life cycle costing 

In this thesis life cycle costing has been used in a very simple way more like an 

approach kept in mind through the process. In cost optimization of wear resistant 

components it’s most important to select the best material for the purpose according to 

costs and often the actual life cycle costs isn’t that important to know, although it’s 

important to point out to customers that the suggested alternative is the most cost 

efficient from the given alternatives with enough high probability. Also estimating the 

life cycle costs isn’t accurate and too much detail will only loose the main focus, which 

in this case is to select the most cost-efficient material for the purpose. To do this it can 

be focused to certain area such as maintenance and replacement costs, which are often 

good indicators of the scale of wear related costs. The time value of money was 

disregarded in the practical part for simplification. 

5.7 Decision matrix 

Decision matrix has been used with the weightage obtained from HOQ, which should be 

more accurate than subjective weightage. Comparison scale in the decision matrix is 

integers between -3 and 3. This kind of scale was selected, because there are often large 

differences between material properties of compared materials such as austempered 

ductile iron GJS-1200-3 and GJL-250. Wider scale is more complicated to apply and 

asks for more thinking, but it will give more depth into analysis. This application of the 

decision matrix is similar to weighted properties method, but instead of using accurate 

material properties there are used approximate integers, which describe the importance 

of each property. This is faster and easier than using accurate values, because in many 
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cases accurate values aren’t available for a certain application and if they are they can 

be difficult, time consuming, and costly to retrieve. Also scaling the values would be 

time consuming and demands more effort. There will be total pluses and minuses, 

result, total weighted pluses and minuses, and weighted result presented as results in the 

decision matrices in the case examples.   
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6 PRACTICAL PART II: CASES 

The developed material selection process and its tools are tested in case examples. 

There were four cases included: sheave-wire contact in a hoisting machine, wear plate 

in a coupling of a truck, feed roller in a forestry machine, and wear plate in a concrete 

pump used in mining and tunneling. All cases were from actual customers of 

Componenta. 

6.1 Sheave-wire contact 

6.1.1 Introduction and customer demands 

First case is a sheave-wire contact from an actual hoisting machine customer (Figure 

12). In the case customer had multiple requirements. Requirements and information 

were given via email and interviews. Many of the requirements had something to do 

with same areas, so many of them where gathered to a smaller number of more general 

demands. A list of original demands received by email and discussions, and how they 

were combined can be seen in Figure 13. 

Considering the life cycle costs the customer didn’t give specific information. Instead 

they mentioned that the system efficiency would increase with a higher surface pressure 

if the cost of the component wouldn’t increase too much, because then the hoisting 

machine could carry bigger loads. Surface pressure increase between 0-40 % were 

mentioned. According to the customer the mass of the sheave isn’t significant in this 

case, because the sheave doesn’t translate. Translating components have more 

significance, but estimating the effect of their mass is complicated, because hoisting 

machine is a complicated system with counter weights and varying loads. Accelerating 

and decelerating the mass and inertia have effect in energy consumption, but it can be 

assumed to be much less than a similar weighted component to lift to a certain height. It 

was estimated with simple calculation that the mass of the sheave is inducing life cycle 

costs of 0,034 €/kg, if the sheave is moving 100 000 km at a constant speed. Of course 
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in reality the sheave is accelerating numerous times, which increases the costs, but still 

the significance of the weight is probably relatively small. 

 

Figure 12. Sheave-wire contact. 

 

Figure 13. A list of customer demands and how they have been grouped. 

Customer demands from email and discussions Summarizing customer demands as general terms

Material as inexpensive as possible Material inexpensiveness

Ferromagnetic properties of the material should be on adequate level Ferromagnetism of material

Vibration damping

It should last 25 years

Changing sheave as normal welfare measure isn't allowed

Constant cable forces

Homogeneous hardness

Homogeneous wear resistance

Center of mass should be in the axis of rotation

Easy to machine as cost issue

Machining tolerances enough accurate

Circumference of the grooves should be equal

No ellipticicy allowed

Radiusses of the grooves should be with approriate tolerance and similar with each other

Undercut should locate in the middle of the groove

The width of the undercut should be same with customer specific accuracy

Machinings of the bearing housings should be succeeded as before

The circleness of the break surface and position should be in order

Tolerances and yield cannot weaken from current due to eliminating cost raise. Cpk.

Dry friction has to be at least similar to previous one High friction

About surface coating

Coating premium is allowed based on how much for instance pressure on the surface can be 

increased without increased wear

Coating should tolerate deformations of the base material and fatigue load (occurring due to 

rope touching the surface) Durability of the coating material

Sheave material has to be able to manufacture at a low cost country near prime markets such as 

in China Simplicity of manufacturing process

If surface treated then material grey cast iron

Wear resistance: plastic flow, fatigue resistance, abrasion resistance

Structure has to be uniform

Efficient and reliable to machine
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After combining many of the demands to a smaller number there were held a meeting 

with two employees of the customer. In the meeting importance factors, boundary 

conditions and suggestions were told. The results can be seen in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. Summary of customer demands, their importance and boundary 

conditions. 

6.1.2 Preselection of materials 

Material-wise customer was interested to compare current material GJS-700-2, to GJS-

600-10 and thermally sprayed grey graphite cast iron, to which was eventually selected 

thermally sprayed GJL-250. The reason for the customer’s interest in GJL-250 as the 

base material for one thermally sprayed alternative was cost reasons. Spraying enables 

higher surface pressure and it was speculated if the demands could be fulfilled with the 

given alternative. 

Materials preselected are GJS-700-2, GJS-600-10, GJS-1200-3, and thermally sprayed 

GJL-250 and GJS-600-10. ADI was included in the list because of interest even though 

customer basically excluded it by mentioning that the ferromagnetism of the material 

must be at least at the same level as before. Customer also mentioned that according to 

their research ADI has worse ferromagnetic properties than GJS-700-2. GJS-600-10 is a 

Scale 1-5

Summary of customer demands Importance Boundary conditions

1 Cost efficiency of material (availability) 4

2 Ferromagnetism of material 5

At least at the same level as before: ADI not adequate, 

softer than GJS-700-2 and grey cast iron should be fine.

3 Wear resistance: plastic flow, fatigue resistance, abrasion resistance 5

4 Uniformity of structure 3

5 Efficient and reliable to machine 4

6 High friction 2

Dry friction coefficient at least at the same level as 

before. 

7 Simplicity of manufacturing process 3

8 Vibration damping 2

If surface treated a higher importance rating could be 

considered.

Comments and additional boundary conditions

First three customer demands are the most important.

If sheave surface treated then base material should be grey cast iron for cost reasons. Also important efficient and reliable to machine.

Rope wear is allowed and shouldn't be worried about as sheave supplier, because rope wear issues can be solved with rope supplier.
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novel SSF cast iron, which is silicon solution strengthened and has significantly 

improved yield strength, ductility and machinability among other things.  

6.1.3 House of Quality 

After this QFD were used in the form of a simplified HOQ. With this tool there was 

built a correlation between customer demands and material properties, and the 

importance of each selected material property. The results can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. HOQ for sheave-wire contact. 

The weightage of material properties suggests that the most important material property 

in this case is machinability/surface finishing and close second process steps/easiness. 

Machinability probably has high significance, because it affects significantly many 

aspects of the quality, which is very important for the customer. The process 
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Vibration damping 2 3 -3 -3 9

Overall weightage 63 30 6 -12 15 87 18 30
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steps/easiness is important because it has a high correlation between two customer 

demands, cost efficiency of material and simplicity of manufacturing process. 

6.1.4 Decision matrix 

Once the weightage for material properties were calculated they were transferred into 

decision matrix. In the decision matrix each preselected material were compared to the 

current material GJS-700-2 with the scale -3…+3 with integer numbers. The guiding 

suggestions can be seen in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16. Decision matrix for sheave-wire contact. 

Decision matrix above suggests that GJS-600-10 is better material than the current for 

the given application, and three others are worse. GJS-1200-3 is much worse than the 

reference mostly due to its difficulty of manufacturing process and poor machinability, 

but it was already excluded earlier by the customer, because of its weaker ferromagnetic 

properties. However these results are only suggesting and the real applicability as 

sheave material has to be tested in actual conditions. 

Material properties Weight from HOQ GJS-700-2 GJS-600-10 GJS-1200-3

Thermally 

sprayed GJL-

250

Thermally 

sprayed GJS-

600-10

Process steps/simplicity 27 R 0 -3 -2 -2

Ferromagnetism 13 E 1 -2 0 1

Yield strength 3 F 0 3 -3 0

Hardness (abrasion) -5 E -1 3 3 3

Ductility 6 R 2 0 -2 2

Machinability/Surface finishing 37 E 1 -3 1 0

Coefficient of friction 8 N 0 2 0 0

Damping capacity 13 C 1 -1 3 1

E

Total + 5 8 7 7

Total - -1 -9 -7 -2

Result 4 -1 0 5

Total weighted + 75 8 59 23

Total weighted - 5 -228 -73 -53

Weighted result 80 -220 -14 -30
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GJS-600-10 might get too much credit, because there have been some laboratory tests 

made with GJS-600-10 and GJS-700-2, from which GJS-700-2 was significantly more 

wear resistant. However laboratory tests are also indicative and don’t guarantee similar 

results in actual operating conditions. Thermally sprayed alternatives slightly lost to the 

reference material, even though it can be estimated that hard coatings have a lot of 

potential in similar applications. Of course their applicability is a risk because of their 

higher procurement cost, because potential benefits might not exceed its costs. 

6.2 Wear plate in a coupling 

6.2.1 Introduction and customer demands 

The second case in this thesis is a wear plate used in a coupling (Figure 17), which was 

from an actual coupling manufacturer. The demands and information was gathered via 

email and interviews with the customer’s contact person and Componenta’s PDM of 

Trucks Seppo Paalanen. 

The coupling used in this case was the most sold coupling in Scandinavia of the 

customer, which is used in all kinds of applications such as in long distance transport. It 

is demanded that the hardness of the plate is 380-430 HB. Currently used material is 

ADI and it can be estimated according to hardness range of EN 1564 (1997: 10) that the 

material currently used is EN-GJS-1200-2 or EN-GJS-1400-1. The customer told that 

there are no claims of fractured plates and estimated that every thousandth plate breaks, 

so it is currently not an issue. 

The lifetime of the chosen coupling in long distance transport is approximately ten 

years, but the mechanism of the coupling is replaced every 1,5-3 years and at the same 

time also the wear plate is changed. Plate wears out and lasts up to 400 000 km in long 

distance transport. 
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Figure 17. Coupling without a wear plate. The wear plate of the case is located on 

the bottom plane of the coupling to protect against a drawbar where the arrow is 

pointing. (Wikimedia Commons. selbst 2008. Rockinger Anhängerkupplung.jpg. 

PD.) 

Customer mentioned that it is important that the wear plate won’t wear out too fast and 

gave it an importance rating of 4. There were no other demands given with importance 

rating, but the contact person told that it is only against wear and the part should be 

cheap. Doubling wear resistance wouldn’t really improve the system, because the wear 

plate must be removed when the mechanism of the coupling is replaced, and 

replacement of the wear plate at the same time is therefore practical. If cost benefit is 

hard to accomplish by increasing the operating life of the part, because it will be 

replaced anyway at some point, then cost benefit could be possible by decreasing the 

cost of the part and keeping the wear resistance at a reasonable level. Customer 
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demands, importance ratings, and boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 18 and 

Figure 19. 

 

Figure 18. Customer demands and their groupings. 

 

Figure 19. Summary of customer demands, their importance and boundary 

conditions. 

According to the customer surface hardening is not an alternative, because it must be 

hardened through the part. It’s difficult to understand a practical reason for this, because 

the wear occurs on the surface of the component and inner hardness doesn’t seem a 

significant issue, thus this demand could perhaps be questioned. If plate with similar 

hardness could be manufactured without heat treatment, it could reduce the cost of the 

plate. One alternative to manufacture would perhaps be chill hardening. However 

customer mentioned that there are no cracks allowed under elongation, because when it 

is assembled on top of the bushing, “it’s bending like an air bow.” 

One alternative to decrease the life cycle costs of a component is to reduce its mass like 

explained earlier how it’s very significant in trucks. The mass of the component is 0,36 

kg and thus quite light. It might be difficult to reduce its weight significantly, but if 

weight reduction is worth 7…10 €/kg, then 0,05 kg would mean 0,35…0,5 € per 

component. With an annual production of 26 500 pieces it would result in savings of 9 

275…13 250 €, if other variables won’t change. 

Customer demands from email and discussions Customer demands in general terms

It is very important that it is not worn out too quick Wear resistance

The only purpose of the part is to prevent the wear of the 

coupling, so it should be cheap. Inexpensiveness of the material

Customer demands in general terms Importance Boundary conditions

1 Wear resistance 4

No cracks under elongation, it's bending like an airbow. It is 

bent on purpose on top of the bushing during installation.

2 Inexpensiveness of the material 3
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6.2.2 Preselection of materials 

As mentioned earlier increasing the lifetime of the coupling wouldn’t be a significant 

improvement and it was decided to focus on materials with a potentially easier and less 

expensive process. Materials preselected are GJS-1200-3, surface hardened GJS-600-3, 

chill hardened GJS-600-3, and white cast iron. 

6.2.3 House of Quality 

HOQ for the wear plate in a coupling can be seen in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20. HOQ for the wear plate. 

6.2.4 Decision matrix 

Decision matrix for the wear plate can be seen in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21. Decision matrix for the wear plate of the coupling. 

Decision matrix indicates that the white cast iron is the only better alternative compared 

to the current material. However the customer demanded that there isn’t allowed any 

cracks under elongation and white cast iron doesn’t have any elongation. 

White cast iron could be the best because of its low processing difficulty assuming that 

the batch size is enough big. Perhaps chill hardened could get more credit, because of its 

easier processing than GJS-1200-3, although none of these alternatives necessarily 

compete in hardness and wear resistance with the reference material. 

6.3 Feed roller in a forestry machine 

6.3.1 Introduction and customer demands 

The third case is a feed roller in a forestry machine, which was received from an actual 

customer. Feed rollers move the timber in the harvester head and they must have wear 

resistance. Feed rollers have many variations for different tree species and purposes. 

Three typical feed rollers of the company are short spiked roller with “12 mm” spikes 

(Figure 22), maritime pine feed roller with 27 mm spikes, and eucalyptus feed roller 

Material properties Weight from HOQ GJS-1200-3

Surface 

hardened GJS-

600-3

Chill 

hardened GJS-

600-3

White cast 

iron

Yield strength 7 R -2 -2 -2

Hardness (abrasion) 64 E -1 -1 0

Ductility 29 F 0 0 -3

Process steps/simplicity 64 E 0 1 2

Machinability/Surface finishing -64 R 1 1 -3

E

N

C

E

Total + 1 2 2

Total - -3 -3 -8

Result -2 -1 -6

Total weighted + -64 0 129

Total weighted - -79 -79 93

Weighted result -143 -79 221
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with screw-like flanks with a certain pitch. The two first ones are most used with wide 

evolvent spikes. “12 mm” spikes are actually 14-15 mm long, but they have been 

lengthened after the name was given and for historical reasons they are still called 12 

mm spikes. They are used when there is a need to minimize damages of the wood. Feed 

roller with 27 mm spikes is the most used roller for many types of trees, unlike its name 

suggests which origins from its historical background. It gives a better grip compared to 

the “12 mm” version. Feed rollers with flanks are used for cutting very hard eucalyptus 

trees and it works differently. Instead of spikes it has edges with screw-like pitch, which 

move the timber when rotating. Unlike spiked rollers the timber slides on the surface of 

the edges. In this case it was decided to focus on 27 mm spiked rollers, because it is 

used a lot and it is the better roller of the two for the versatility. It hasn’t be tested 

before to manufacture by casting unlike “12 mm” rollers and it can be used to handle 

even two to three smaller trees at the same time. 

 

Figure 22. Feed roller with 12 mm spikes (Received from customer). 
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The spikes should be sharp so that they give a good grip and sink into the timber, but no 

more than 6 mm. Also sharp spikes minimize the damages of the wood, because dull 

spikes will compress the wood fibers and cause damages this way. 

Currently feed rollers are manufactured by welding different components together. 

Spikes are manufactured by cutting bars in a 45 degree angle and welding them into the 

surface. The advantage of welding is the flexibility with the changes and repairs. Some 

companies install new spikes after removing the old worn ones. The price to fix the 

component at a repairer for a customer of the forestry machine company is cheaper than 

the procurement price for the company of a new feed roller. Spikes are rarely sharpened 

and it should be avoided if possible. One possibility is to manufacture the core of the 

roller and the surface with the spikes separately in order to make the spikes easily 

exchangeable and cheaper. However one challenge is that how the surface part would be 

attached to the core in an efficient way without increasing the weight of the part. Weight 

might increase if a bolt coupling would be used, because for the connection two flanges 

are needed with adequate wall thicknesses. 

The feed rollers operate in very hard conditions. There are impacts to rocks during falls 

and feeds, and temperatures might be very low. It should have reasonable impact 

strength at -40 °C. However at Componenta it has been discussed that impact strength is 

biased for steels, and the values are not comparable between steels and cast irons. 

Fracture toughness is a better index in a comparison between steels and cast irons. 

Machine operators might also use forestry machines in such ways that they are not 

designed for, which will induce more load for the parts. Currently the inner part is high 

strength steel under standard EN 10025; the outer part is common structural steel for 

which there wasn’t found a specific notation about its impact strength, but it is assumed 

to have moderate impact strength in freezing temperatures; and the spike is quenched 

and tempered steel. More detailed information about the used materials and their 

properties have been excluded from this thesis on customer’s request. More specific 

customer demands can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24. 
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Figure 23. Customer demands and their groupings. 

 

Figure 24. Summary of customer demands and their importance. 

6.3.2 Preselection of materials 

It was evaluated that the most critical part of the component is the spike, which is 

quenched and tempered steel. Materials preselected are quenched and tempered steel, 

GJS-800-10, GJS-1200-3, improved ADI which was described in chapter 3.2.12, GJS-

700-2 and surface hardened GJS-600-3. 

Customer demands Summary of customer demands

Mild feeding damage for the wood. Dull spikes press the wood fibers together and causes discoloration and structural 

damage. Maximum protrusion into the wood is between 0 and 6 mm.

Good grip with all species of tree, which means that spike has to dig into tree. Not enough grip if digged only into rind.

Good wear resistance. Wear is typically caused by wood rind and rarely sand etc. Impacts to rocks and hard targets are 

also possible.
Wear resistance

Good impact resistance, because rocks cause impacts to the feeding rollers during feed and cut down.

Good impact strength at -40 C, because product will also be used in cold conditions.

Lightness, because the harvester head is in the top of the beam, which can be up to 11 m long. All extra weight is a 

disadvantage.
Lightness

Price, because then it's easier for the customer to replace feeding rollers with new ones and it lowers the manufacturing 

costs of the company.
Inexpensiveness of manufacturing

Good machinability. Fastening area of the welded rollers will be also machined after welding, and also casted rollers. 

Sometimes the spikes are sharpened. Sharpening of the spikes is useless and expensive extra piece of work and it 

would be useful to make it unnecessary.

Good machinability

Possibility to make fast changes and replace spikes. Welded rollers have currently the advantage for fast changes and 

spike replacements. Some companies weld new spikes to used feeding rollers. Price for the customer is cheaper than 

the procurement price for the company of welded roller. 

Possibility to fix and make flexible changes

Corrosion is not an issue, because the paint wears out immediately and there will be rust on the surface as the machine 

is not in operation, but this has no effect on the durability.
Corrosion resistance

Tolerances are important, because radial and axial inaccuracy will cause vibration and fatigue load in the harvester head.
Tolerances

Good impact strength: also at -40 C

Sharp spikes

Scale 1-5

Summary of customer demands Importance

1 Sharp spikes 5

2 Wear resistance 5

3 Good impact strength: also at -40 C 4

4 Lightness 4

5 Inexpensiveness of manufacturing 4

6 Good machinability 3

7 Possibility to fix and make flexible changes 2

8 Corrosion resistance 2

9 Tolerances 3
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6.3.3 House of Quality 

HOQ for the feed roller can be seen in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25. HOQ for the feed roller. 

HOQ suggests that the most important material property for the spikes of a feed roller is 

machinability/surface finishing. 

6.3.4 Decision matrix 

Decision matrix for the feed roller can be seen in Figure 26. 
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Sharp spikes 5 3 3 3 3 3

Wear resistance 5 9 9 3 3

Good impact resistance: also at -40 C 4 3 -3 9 9

Lightness 4 9

Inexpensiveness of manufacturing 4 3 -3 -3 -3 -3 9

Good machinability 3 9 -3 -9 -3 -3 3

Possibility to fix and make flexible changes 2 3 3

Corrosion resistance 2 9

Tolerances 3 9

Overall weightage 87 51 9 45 45 36 45 6 18

Weightage % 25 15 3 13 13 11 13 2 5

Material properties
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Figure 26. Decision matrix for the feed roller. 

According to the decision matrix competitive alternative for the current material is 

improved ADI and the rest are worse. Improved ADI definitely have a lot of potential, 

but it being at the preliminary stages it is hard to estimate its actual costs. In this case 

the competition between the materials was quite close with no big differences and many 

of these materials could be perhaps used successfully in the given application. 

6.4 Wear plate in a concrete pump 

6.4.1 Introduction and customer demands 

The fourth case is a wear plate (Figure 27) in a concrete pump, which was received 

from an actual customer. The customer designs and manufactures concrete pumps for 

tunneling and mining industry. Wear plate is one of three important parts related to S-

pipe. The other one is ferrule. The current material of the wear plate is XAR® 500 

manufactured by ThyssenKrupp with thickness range 4-100 mm with the following 

material properties: yield strength 1300 MPa, ultimate strength 1600 MPa, elongation 9 

%, hardness 470-530 HBW, and “notch-bar impact energy at” -20 °C “on Charpy V-

Material properties Weight from HOQ

Quenched 

and 

tempered 

steel GJS-800-10 (ADI) GJS-1200-3 (ADI) Improved ADI GJS-700-2

Surface 

hardened 

GJS-600-3

Machinability/Surface finishing 25 R 1 -1 1 2 3

Yield strength 15 E -1 2 3 -2 -3

Hardness (abrasion) 3 F 1 3 2 0 2

Elongation/Ductility 13 E -1 -3 -1 -3 -3

Density 13 R 1 1 1 1 1

Process steps/simplicity 11 E 1 1 0 3 2

Weldability 13 N -3 -3 -3 -3 -3

Corrosion resistance 2 C -2 -2 -2 -2 -2

E

Total + 4 7 7 6 8

Total - -7 -9 -6 -10 -11

Result 11 16 13 16 19

Total weighted + 52 61 89 96 116

Total weighted - -71 -108 -56 -112 -127

Weighted result -19 -46 32 -17 -11
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longitudinal test piece” 25 J (XAR® 500 Data sheet 2012). Customer demands can be 

seen in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 27. Wear plate in a concrete pump. 
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Figure 28. Customer demands, their summary, and their importance. 

6.4.2 Preselection of materials 

The current material is XAR® 500, which is compared to GJS 1200-2, improved ADI 

and GJS-700-2. 

6.4.3 House of Quality 

HOQ for the wear plate can be seen in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29. HOQ for the wear plate in the concrete pump. 

According to the HOQ the most significant material properties are hardness, 

elongation/ductility, and process steps/simplicity in the given order. 

Customer demands from email and discussions Summary of customer demands Importance 1-5

It should last at least 5000 m3 5

Wears due to crushed rocks and possible fibers, especially at the edges of the holes 4

Wears faster at the bottom edge due to higher contact speed between S-pipe and 

wear plate 3

Low manufacturing costs Inexpensiveness of manufacturing 3

Welded pumps have also been manufactured, when installing surface isn't even, 

currently installed on machined surfaces Even surfaces 3

Have to be translatable for using it on the both sides Both sides have to be similar 2

Wear resistance
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It should last at least 5000 m^3 5 3 9 3 -3

Wear resistance against crushed rocks and possible fibers, especially at the edges of the holes 4 3 9 3 -9

Wear resistance against faster wear at the bottom edge due to higher contact speed between S-pipe and wear plate 3 3 9 3 -3

Low manufacturing costs 3 -9 -9 3 9 9

Even surfaces 3 9

Have to be translatable for using it on the both sides 2 3

Overall weightage 9 81 45 27 0

Weightage % 6 50 28 17 0

Material properties
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6.4.4 Decision matrix 

Decision matrix for the wear plate can be seen in Figure 30.  

 

Figure 30. Decision matrix for the wear plate in the concrete pump. 

According to the decision matrix all alternative materials compared are worse than the 

current one, but the results can be questioned, because current material is expensive and 

cast irons are known for their wear resistance and lubricating properties, because of 

their carbon. It’s very hard to estimate the applicability of the potential materials in the 

given application, and there should be made some kind of wear tests. 

6.5 Analyzing the case results and the developed process 

The developed process is indicative and shouldn’t be taken with too much certainty. 

There are many things that affect the results during the process, and it seems very 

difficult to estimate the accuracy or the results. Even though the process itself might not 

give accurate results for material selection, the most important benefit from it could be 

that it is a customer oriented approach with the focus on life cycle costing. Keeping life 

cycle costing in mind throughout the process will help with cost efficient decision 

making, which might lead to more inexpensive solutions. It’s also important to market 

Material properties Weight from HOQ XAR® 500 GJS 1200-2 (ADI) Imroved ADI GJS-700-2

Thermal 

sprayed GJS-

600-3

Yield strength 6 R -2 0 -3 -3

Hardness (abrasion) 50 E -1 -1 -3 1

Elongation/Ductility 28 F -3 0 -3 -3

Process steps/simplicity 17 E -1 -2 0 -1

Machinability/Surface finishing 0 R 1 1 1 2

E

N

C

E

Total + 1 1 1 3

Total - -7 -3 -9 -7

Result -6 -2 -8 -4

Total weighted + 0 0 0 50

Total weighted - -161 -83 -250 -117

Weighted result -161 -83 -250 -67
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the process and its advantages to the customer, because if the customer believes that 

there are benefits in using the process, Componenta could perhaps acquire more 

customers into a closer cooperation. 

During this thesis it asked for effort to get four customers to participate in the case 

examples. Three of the four customers had the time and interest to participate in their 

case quite thoroughly. The customer with the wear plate in a coupling was the only one 

with little time, but still enough to make a case out of it. 

It can be noted that in some decision matrices the weighted pluses and minuses actually 

have an opposite sign than their title suggests, because there have been positive or 

negative comparison integers multiplied by the weightage, and because weightage can 

be negative, the results can have an opposite sign. 

6.5.1 Customer demands 

One uncertainty is the customer or the supplier playing a customer which will define the 

customer demands and the importance of each of them. Customer normally knows best, 

but there is some uncertainty how they will define the demands. They might not know 

much about the materials and new possibilities. Demands should be defined with 

cooperation with the customer and the supplier with the expertise of each. 

Asking right kind of questions from the customer is very important and will help to 

obtain demands that are closer to true demands. Perhaps a checklist for customer 

demands could be very useful. There could also be a process developed in acquiring the 

demands efficiently and thoroughly. 

Interpretation of customers and their demands can also be a challenge. Demands 

shouldn’t be taken with certainty and they can be questioned. Customer also doesn’t 

have to give all answers and the material supplier can even add demands by itself if 

needed, which was suggested by Engineering Manager Mikko Mykrä. In the third case 

wear plate in a coupling the customer only gave one customer demand with an 
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importance rating, but PDM of Trucks Seppo Paalanen had many demand suggestions 

for the customer, even though they were later rejected by the customer. However there 

was added one demand, inexpensiveness of material, because customer had mentioned 

that it’s important, but without importance rating. 

It could also be questioned that the wear plate must be hardened through the part, 

because it’s difficult to see a practical function with this demand. If the case was 

understood correctly the wear plate is supported by a coupling and there shouldn’t be 

high stress inside the part. Normally the highest stresses in mechanical components are 

on the surface of the components. This could be one example of a customer demanding 

too much quality to be on the safe side, which increases the costs. 

6.5.2 Preselection of materials 

Preselection of materials in Componenta was based on the expertise of its employees. 

They should know their field well, but it can be limited when it comes to other potential 

materials. Also the number of preselected materials is limited, because otherwise it will 

demand too much effort. 

6.5.3 House of Quality 

Another uncertainty is with the usage of HOQ and how to define correlations between 

customer demands and material properties. Correlation coefficients are only 

generalizations, which will affect the accuracy as well. For instance in the sheave-wire 

contact case one customer demand was that the material should be as inexpensive as 

possible. On average material inexpensiveness correlates negative with the yield 

strength with iron based alloys, but it’s not always the case, because there might be 

other significant variables such as expensive alloying with certain materials. 

It was mentioned by PDM Seppo Paalanen that the correlation coefficients 1, 3, and 9, 

which are often used with the HOQ, are with large gaps and exponential, and it could be 
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considered of changing the scale. With these correlation coefficients high correlations 

will dominate the table and mild correlations don’t have significant effect. 

The challenge with this process could also be that if the customer only gives very few 

demands with importance rating and more boundary conditions, it is hard to use HOQ. 

This seems to be the case with the wear plate case, because customer only gave wear 

resistance an importance rating of 4, although later an importance rating of 3 were 

decided to give to inexpensiveness of material based on customer’s comments. 

6.5.4 Decision matrix 

Decision matrix known as the Pugh’s method, can be used with subjective weightage 

ratings, but with the help of HOQ there is at least an attempt to use objective weightage 

in the decision matrix. However comparing different materials with decision matrix is 

also estimation and more accurate results would demand more experts filling the tables. 

However it feels significantly easier to compare a few materials with the help of a 

couple of experts compared to filling the correlation matrix in HOQ. 

6.5.5 Life cycle costing 

Life cycle costing turned up to be possibly the most important step of the process. Too 

often customers look the procurement price and pay too little attention to the cost of 

ownership, which can be much more significant than the purchase price. They often 

allow adding mass to components to reduce the number of feeders in order to lower the 

procurement price slightly, even though it might be much more expensive to the end 

user in terms of life cycle costs than the small savings in purchase. It was indicated by 

Ashby (2011: 207) in an example that the life cycle cost savings in light trucks are 

equivalent of $12/kg, and it was later calculated by Componenta employees with simple 

equations that the savings are between 7…10 €/kg, which is very close to $12/kg.  
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7 FURTHER RESEARCH 

During this thesis there have been discussions about life cycle costs in terms of weight 

of the castings, especially with PDM of trucks Seppo Paalanen. For example in truck 

industry the mass of the component will affect significantly the energy consumption, 

and based on this it can be estimated that it has high importance in the transport industry 

in general such as aviation, buses, trams etc. There are probably many other fields as 

well where the mass is significantly affecting the life cycle costs, where it would be 

useful for a casting provider to estimate how much the weight of the casting will affect 

the costs of energy consumption during its life. The research could indicate how 

important it is in each case to optimize the weight of the castings. In many cases it 

might be totally irrelevant, but in products that are either moving themselves or has 

moving parts often has significance. It could be also studied at foundries that how to cut 

life cycle costs of different components, because there are probably many other 

possibilities besides affecting the mass and the wear resistance. 

There could be a process developed in acquiring the customer demands, which could 

include a checklist and a list of questions that could be asked from the customer. Getting 

the customer to think broadly and creatively of new alternatives will help the outcome.  

More research could be made if HOQ and decision matrix could be implemented more 

efficiently, because currently it demands a lot of effort to define comparison numbers 

and the accuracy is uncertain. HOQ could be also used in other applications in a casting 

company. 

Marketing the process is also important, because otherwise customers might not 

understand the benefits of it. 
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8 SUMMARY 

In this thesis cost optimization was studied with the focus on wear resistant applications 

but not limited to them. There were a five step material selection process developed 

from which four are consecutive steps: obtaining customer demands, preselection of 

materials, HOQ, and decision matrix; and one process long step: life cycle costing. The 

process was developed almost throughout the thesis and was finalized when the four 

case examples were already retrieved and some of them were already at the finalizing 

stage. So the exact designed process wasn’t tested as such, but quite close to it. 

It was found out that the process is customer oriented and can be useful, but the results 

shouldn’t be taken with certainty. It’s also difficult to estimate the accuracy and 

efficiency of the process with only four case examples. The process should be used with 

flexibility and use the parts which the company or employees find most useful. 

Obtaining customer demands is definitely very useful and it is actually included in 

HOQ, but was separated in this process to highlight it and because preselection of 

materials is before HOQ and based on customer demands. HOQ should help to decide 

which material properties are the most important and determine more objective 

weightings to the decision matrix. However it was found to be very difficult and 

demanding to fill in the correlation matrix of the HOQ in this application. It is also 

difficult to estimate the accuracy of the results of HOQ, because material properties can 

be much more difficult to handle than some other technical characteristics of an 

engineering product. Some correlations are also only compromises, because the 

correlations depend on the type of cast iron with certain customer demands. For 

example elongation decreases with increased hardness, but there are jumps with values 

when moving from one type of material to another: grey cast iron has very little 

ductility, ductile iron has much higher strength and it is more ductile, and austempered 

ductile iron is even stronger and has more ductility than the conventional ductile iron. 

Decision matrix is easier to use in this case and to estimate the results. Life cycle 

costing was decided to separate as a process long step, because of its high importance in 

cost optimization. 
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When life cycle costing is kept in mind throughout the process there can potentially be 

found significant savings in LCC. For example in light trucks the mass is affecting 

worth of $12/kg or 7…10 €/kg in LCC depending on the source. 

The tools HOQ and decision matrix, and approach life cycle costing have been widely 

used and found to be very useful in many applications. Their potential applications 

could be considered at Componenta. The developed material selection process could 

perhaps also be used in other applications with mild changes potentially even with 

higher efficiency. This could be brainstormed at Componenta. 
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